




This year's front and back cover of the Annual Town Report are pictures of the River-
side Inn and 35-passenger boat used by City dwellers to get to the Inn.
The Riverside Inn was built, owned and operated by William Hurd and replaced the old
Ayer House which was destroyed by fire in 1906. The Inn was built slightly south of
where the Ayer House stood. The foundation was built of concrete blocks and the
building itself was three and one-half stories high (no zoning laws then!!). The two
upper stories were decorated with stucco cement inlaid work, (front cover)
To the right of the main building was an auto garage and stables, both built of cement
blocks from foundation to roof. An ice house capable of holding 200 tons of ice was
also built. The rooms inside were elegantly furnished, and were heated with steam
heat For the accommodation of Manchester patrons, a 35-passenger boat made
regular trips between Amoskeag Falls and the Riverside Inn. (back cover)
In the beginning, it was planned that the Inn would have use of the Pinnacle tower
observatory and the wooden tower was going to be replaced with block cement, but this
never came about.
The Riverside Inn lasted for ten years and was totally destroyed by fire in April of 1917.
The Odd Fellows hall now occupies approximately the same spot on Riverside Street in
the Village.





Special Thanks to fvlr. Chris Agraf iotis for taking photographs for this year's report.


















Ne TnXRBL€ VflLURTION: $646,759,512
TfiX RRT€, TOTRL $18.82 per thousand
TOUUN: $6.07 per thousand
SCHOOL DISTRIQ: $11.10 per thousand
COUNTV: $1.65 per thousand
C€NTRRL IJURT6R PReCINQ: $0.00
VILLRG6 UURTCR PRECINQ: $0.00




Mr. Follansbee served as a member of the Hooksett Board of Selectmen from 1946 to 1972. He also
served as a Trustee and Treasurer of the Arah Prescott Library for 28 years. In addition he was a mem-
ber of the Hooksett Men's Club, Oddfellows, Senior Citizen "Hooksett-ites", Historical Society and was a
Boy Scout Leader. He was a member of the Hooksett Congregational Church.
In 1968 he was named Hooksett's Citizen of the Year. Mr. Follansbee passed away July 16, 1993. For
his unselfish devotion and commitment to community service the 1 992-1 993 Annual Town Report is
hereby dedicated.
1993 - CITIZ6N OF TH6 V€nR
CitizGH of thG Vgof:
Ronald f\. Sovoic
Honor Roll"
1959 - Fred Underhill 1976 - Richard Riley
1960 - George Cook 1977 - William Greenough
1961 - Charles Hardy 1978 - Lloyd & Dorothy Robie
1962 - Mrs. Rena Watson 1979 - George J. Longfellow
1963 - Arthur Donati 1980 - Paul & Evelyn Howe
1964 - Rutger Broek 1981 - Gordon Moore
1965 - George Robie 1982 - Leo Hebert
1966 - Oscar Morin Jr. 1983 - Hector Vincent
1967 Mrs. Sarah Hardy 1984 - Everett R. Hardy
1968 James G. Follansbee 1985 Ernest W. Gould
1969 Arthur Sanborn 1986 Leon Boisvert
1970 Mrs. Dorothy Squire 1987 Jack Murphy
1971 Lindsay Rice 1988- Don Riley
1972 Frank Cate 1989- Roger & Fran Hebert
1973 Mrs. Dorothy Allen 1990- James Van Vliet
1974- Leslie Pike 1991 - Merrill Johnson
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TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE TOWN OF HOOKSETT, NEW HAMPSHIRE, IN THE COUNTY OF MERRIMACK IN
SAID STATE, QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN TOWN AFFAIRS.
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET ATTHE HOOKSETTMEMORIAL SCHOOL ON TUESDAY THE ELEVENTH OF
MAY NINETEEN HUNDRED NINETY-THREE ATSIX OF THE CLOCK ONTHE FORENOON TOCAST YOUR BALLOT FOR
TOWN OFFICERS AND FOR QUESTIONS REQUIRED BY LAW TO BE ON THE BALLOTS. POLLS CLOSE AT 7:00 PM.
THE REMAINDER OF THE WARRANT WILL BE ACTED UPON AT THE HOOKSETT MEMORIAL SCHOOL, FRIDAY,
THE FOURTEENTH OF MAY, NINETEEN HUNDRED NINETY-THREE AT 7:00 PM.
ARTICLE #1
To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
ARTICLE #2
Amendment #1 : Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #1 , as proposed by the Hooksett Planning Board, as follows:
That portion of Tax Map 25, Lot 1 9 between US Rte. 3 and a line parallel to and 1 000 ft. easterly from said US Rte. 3 (Hooksett
Road) is proposed to remain commercial.
Propose to rezone from commercial to medium density residential all of the lot 1 9 lying to the east of a line 1 000 ft. easterly
of and parallel to US Rte. 3 (Hooksett Road).
ARTICLE #3
Amendment #2: Are you in favor of Amendment #2, to repeal the existing Article 18 "Wetlands Conservation District" and
adopt a new Article 18 "Wetlands Conservation Overlay District" as proposed by the Town of Hooksett Planning Board?
ARTICLE #4
Amendment #3: Are you in favor of Amendment #3, to adopt Article 18-A "Prime Wetlands" as proposed by the Town of
Hooksett Planning Board?
ARTICLE #5
Shall the municipality approve the charter amendment reprinted below?
Yes No Lj
Amend Article 3 (Town Council), Section 3 (Vacancies), to read:
"Vacancies occurring in the office of Councilor at any time shall be filled by a duly qualified member of said district by
appointment by affirmative vote of the Council at its next regular meeting. If a tie vote is maintained after three (3) calls by the
Council Chair, a special election will be held within thirty (30) days to fill such vacancy. Such appointed or elected appointee
shall hold office until the next regular election. No appointments or elections for councilor-at-large shall be in contradiction of
Section 3.2."
ARTICLE #6
Shall the municipality approve the charter amendment reprinted below?
Yes _ No
Amend Article 4 (Administration of Government), Section 5 (i) (Powers and Duties of Administrator), to read:
"(i) to appoint upon merit and fitness alone, and to remove, all subordinate officers and employees under his control and to
fix all subordinate officers and employees compensation other than Department Heads."
ARTICLE #7
Shall the municipality approve the charter amendment reprinted below?
Yes 1 No 1
Amend Article 4 (Administration of Government), Section 10 (Town Clerk-Tax Collector) to read:
"Section 4.10 TAX COLLECTOR The Town Council shall appoint, based on merit and fitness, a Tax Collector who shall
have the powers and duties prescribed by this Charter and State law."
ARTICLE #8
Shall the municipality approve the charter amendment reprinted below?
Yes No ! :
Amend Article 4 (Administration of Government), Section 11 (Highway Department), by deleting the entire Section 4.11.
ARTICLE #9
Shall the municipality approve the charter amendment reprinted below?
Yes ^ No
Amend Article 10 (General Provisions), Section 17 (Succession), to read:
"No full member of a board, committee or commission whether appointed or elected can serve more than two (2) consecutive
terms. Alternate member terms are not subject to the two (2) term limit."
ARTICLE #10
To see it the Town will vote to increase the exemption for the blind (RSA 72:37) from the assessed value of residential real
estate for property tax purposes from fifteen thousand dollars ($1 5,000) per year to fifty thousand dollars ($50,000) per year.
Yes E No n
ARTICLE #11
Shall we permit the Public Library to retain all money it receives from its income-generating equipment to be used for general
repairs and upgrading and for the purchase of books, supplies and income-generating equipment.
Yes n No
ARTICLE #12
To see if the Town will vote to deposit 50% of the revenues collected pursuant to RSA 79-A (the land use change tax) in the
Conservation Fund in accordance with RSA 36-A:5 111 as authorized by RSA 79-A:25 II. Further, all revenues collected pursuant
to RSA 79-A (the land use change tax) shall be forthe sole purpose of land acquisition and costs associated with the purchase
of land. If money from this fund is to be used to purchase any interest in land, the Conservation Commission must hold a public
hearing and the acquisition must be approved by the Town Council (RSA 36-A:4).
Yesn Non
ARTICLE #13
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of two hundred seventy thousand dollars ($270,000) for the
purpose of tipping fees related to the cost of trucking solid waste to a State of New Hampshire approved disposal site.
Recommended by Town Council and Budget Committee.
ARTICLE #14
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the withdrawal and expenditure not to exceed two hundred fifty thousand dollars
($250,000) from the Hooksett Capital Improvement Fund and State or Federal Funds that may become available for the
complete renovation and original equipping of the old highway garage for use as a State of New Hampshire District Court; and
to appoint the Town Administrator as the agent to carry out the purposes of said fund in accordance with RSA 35:15. Further,
to return annually any rental fees collected in excess of any maintenance and repair expenses to the Capital Improvement Fund
until the amount withdrawn by this Warrant Article is replaced.
Recommended by Town Council and Budget Committee.
ARTICLE #15
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of seventeen thousand five hundred dollars ($17,500) to the
Pumper Refurbishing Fund already established; and to appoint the Town Administrator as the agent to carry out the purpose
of said fund in accordance with RSA 35:15.
Recommended by CIP Committee, Town Council and Budget Committee.
ARTICLE #16
To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund underthe provisions of RSA 35:1 forthe purposes of replacing
the Fire Department protective clothing and further to raise and approphate the sum of twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000)
to this fund. Further, to appoint the Town Administrator as the agent to carry out the purposes of said fund in accordance with
RSA 35:15.
Recommended by CIP Committee, Town Council and Budget Committee.
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ARTICLE #17
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate ttie sum of ten thousand dollars ($10,000) to the Communications
Equipment Fund already established: and to appoint the Hooksett Police commission as the agent to carry out the purposes
of said fund in accordance with RSA 35:15.
Recommended by CIP Committee, Town Council and Budget Committee
ARTICLE #18
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of seventy-eight thousand two hundred fifty dollars ($78,250)
to the Safety Complex Fund already established; and to appoint the Town Administrator as the agent to carry out the purposes
of said fund in accordance with RSA 35:15.
Recommended by CIP Committee and Town Council. Not recommended by Budget Committee.
ARTICLE #19
To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1 for the purposes of
purchasing a 34000 GVM Dump Truck with plow and sander and further to raise and appropriate the sum of nineteen thousand
dollars ($19,000) to this fund. Further, to appoint the Town Administrator as the agent to carry out the purposes of said fund
in accordance with RSA 35:15.
Recommended by CIP Committee, Town Council and Budget Committee.
ARTICLE #20
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of twenty thousand dollars ($20,000) to the Loader Fund already
established; and to appoint the Town Administrator as the agent to carry out the purposes of said fund in accordance with RSA
35:15.
Recommended by CIP Committee, Town Council and Budget Committee.
ARTICLE #21
To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund underthe provisions of RSA 35:1 forthe purpose of expanding
or building the Town Library and to raise and appropriate the sum of twenty-eight thousand two hundred fifty dollars ($28,250)
to this fund. Further, to appoint the Library Trustees as the agents to carry out the purposes of said fund in accordance with
RSA 35:15.
Recommended by CIP Committee, Town Council and Budget Committee.
ARTICLE #22
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of ten thousand dollars ($10,000) to the Tennis Court Fund
already established; and to appoint the Town Administrator as the agent to carry out the purposes of said fund in accordance
with RSA 35:15.
Recommended by CIP Committee, Town Council and Budget Committee.
ARTICLE #23
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of sixteen thousand dollars ($16,000) to the Soccer Field Fund
already established; and to appoint the Town Administrator as the agent to carry out the purposes of said fund in accordance
with RSA 35:15.
Recommended by CIP Committee, Town Council and Budget Committee.
ARTICLE #24
To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1 forthe purposes of creating
a Town-wide digitized mapping system and to raise and appropriate the sum of ten thousand dollars ($1 0,000) to this fund.
Further, to appoint the Town Administrator as the agent to carry out the purposes of said fund in accordance with RSA 35:15.
Recommended by CIP Committee, Town Council and Budget Committee.
ARTICLE #25
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of fifty-fourthousandfive hundred dollars ($54,500) for the 1 993-
1994 fiscal year, such sum representing the additional cost attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits over those paid
in the prior fiscal year.
Recommended by Town Council. Not recommended by Budget Committee.
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ARTICLE #26
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate from the Sewer Fund the sum of three thousand two hundred dollars
($3,200) for the 1 993-1994 fiscal year, such sum representing the additional cost attributable to the increase in salaries and
benefits over those paid in the prior fiscal year.
Recommend by Town Council. Not Recommended by Budget Committee.
ARTICLE #27
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of twelve thousand five hundred dollars ($1 2,500) for the 1 993-
1 994 fiscal year, such sum representing the additional cost attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits for members
of Permanent Fire Fighters Local 3264 over those paid in the prior fiscal year.
Recommended by Town Council and Budget Committee.
ARTICLE #28
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of nineteen thousand dollars ($1 9,000) for the 1 993-1 994 fiscal
year, such sum representing the additional cost attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits for members of Teamsters
Local 633 over those paid in the prior fiscal year.
Recommended by Town Council and Budget Committee.
ARTICLE #29
To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund underthe provisions of RSA 35:1 forthe purposes of building
and equipping a new fire station at the location of the current Fire Station #1 ; and to authorize the withdrawal and expenditure
of two hundred fifty thousand dollars ($250, 000) from the Hooksett Capital Improvement Fund and other State or Federal Funds
that may become available forthe stated purposes of building and equipping the new Fire Station. Further, to appoint the Town
Administrator as the agent to carry out the purposes of said fund in accordance with RSA 35:15.
Recommended by Town Council and Budget Committee.
ARTICLE #30
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000) to allow the Fire
Department to purchase and install (1 ) a second repeater and related equipment for complete radio coverage of the Town,
(2) to erect a larger wood frame shed to house present equipment at the primary repeater site on South Bow Road, and (3)
to repair the present tower on South Bow Road. (PETITIONED WARRANT ARTICLE)
ARTICLE #31
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of six million one hundred forty one thousand seven hundred
sixteen dollars ($6,141 ,716) which represents the operating budget of the Town of Hooksett exclusive of special Articles13,
14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29 and 30.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AND SEAL THIS DAY OF APRIL IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD, NINETEEN
HUNDRED NINETY-THREE.
ON BEHALF OF THE ENTIRE HOOKSETT TOWN COUNCIL:
William G. Lyon, Chairman Judith A. Hess, Secretary
A TRUE COPY OF WARRANT - ATTEST:
William G. Lyon, Chairman Judith A. Hess, Secretary
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE






BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED THE
PROVISIONS OF THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET LAW
BUDGET OF THE TOWN
OF HOOKSETT N.H.
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1, 19 to December 31, 19 or for Fiscal Year
From July 1 . 19 93 to June 30. 19 94
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
RSA 3,1:95 and 32:5







































4130 Executive 263 ,680 250, 226 250,448 250,448
4140 Elec.Reg .& Vilal Slal 8, 500 8 ,000 9,800 9,800
4150 Financial Adminislration 68 ,040 68,040 68, 105 68,105
4152 Revaluation ol Property 78,303 78,203 78,353 78,353
4153 Legal Expense 60,500 60,000 60 , 000 60,000
4155 Personnel Administration - benefit^ 516 ,013 537,200 603,412 603,412
4191 Planning and Zoning 11 .080 7,565 10,680 10,180 500
4194 General Government Bidg 15 ,493 18,601 20,249 20,249
4195 Cemelenes 18 ,640 17,295 18,640 16,670 1,970
4196 Insurance 477 ,308 459,763 499,877 499,877
4197 Advenising and Reg Assoc 32, 572 30,420 29,457 30,958 (1,501)
4199 Other General Government 142 ,901 141 ,616 145,806 145,806
PUBLIC SAFETY
4210 Police L238 , 874 L215,572 L247 ,757 1,246,057 1 ,700
4215 Ambulance 49 ,689 49 ,689 38 ,725 38 ,725
4220 Fire 756 ,969 752,442 799,931 799,406 525
4240 Building Inspection 1 66,479 65
,
704 67,974 67,974
4290 Emergency Management 552 450 552 552
HIGHWAYS AND STREETS
43 1 2 Highways and Streets 760 , 617 745,280 763 ,225 762 ,725 500
4313 Bridges
4316 Street Lighting 58 ,000 54 ,000 62,698 62,698
SANITATION
4323 Solid Waste Collection 62,412 62,412 60,412 60,412
4324 Solid Waste Disposal 143,891 142, 145 144 ,477- 144 , 477
4325 Sewage Collection 4 Disposal 506,718 506,718 523, 320 528 , 320




4414 Pest Control 3, 121 3,121 3, 121 3, 121
4415 Health Agencies and Hospitals
WELFARE
4442 Direct Assistance 150,450 140,000 150,000 150,000
4444 Intergovernmental Welt. Pay'ts.
Sub-Totals (carry to top of page 3)






























Sub-ToUlt (from page 2)
CULTURE AND RECREATION
4520 Part« and Recreation 50,297 47,912 73,497 73,649 (152)
4SS0 Ubrary 146,951 146,951 146,442 152,328 (5,886)
4583 Patnolic Purposes 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000
CONSERVATION




4711 Princ, -Long Term Bonds & Notes 151,400 151,400 125,000 125,000
4721 lnt.-l_ong Term Bonds & Notes 141,686 141,686 129,980 129,980
4723 Interest on TAN
CAPITAL OUTLAY
Warrant Articles 270,000 189,782 903,200 845, 500 57,700
OPERATING TRANSFERS
4914 To Proprietary Funds,
4915 To Capital Resen/e Funds: 202,200 202,200 215,000 136,750 78,250
4916 To Trust and Agency Funds:
(RSA31:19-a)
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS 6,456.570 6,297,627 7.258.372 7.123.966 134.406
• Enter in these cokmns the numbers witch nere revised and approved by DRA and wttch appear on the prior tax rale papers.
10% LIMITATION OF APPROPRIATIONS
(SEE RSA 32:8. 8-a. & 32:10-b)
... ^ . . Please disclose the following items (to be excluded from the 10% calculation)
* '- Recommended Amount of Collective Bargaining Cost Items. i 528,320 Amount of Mandatory Water & Waste
(RSA 32:8-a). Treatment Facilities. (RSA 32: 1 0-b).
RSA 273-A:l,IV "Cost Item' means any tienefit acquired through collective bargaining whose implementation requires an appropriation by the
legislative body o( the public employer with which negotiations are being conducted."
help; Wt ask your assistance in the following: If you have a line item of appropriation which is made up of appropriations from more
Uian one (1) Karrsnt article, plrase use the space below to identify the make-up of the line total. We hope this will expedite the ta.x


































3120 Land Use Change Taxes
3180 Resident Ta;<es
3185 Yield Taxes 1,000 1,000 1,030 1,030
3186 Paymsm in Ueu ot Taxes
31 90 Int. & Pen. on Delinquent Taxes 179,000 200,000 200,000 200,000
Inventory Per iJties
UCENSES. TERMITS AND FEES
3210 Business Licenses and Permits 7,000 6, 500 7,210 7,210
3220 Motor Vehlde Permit Fees 1,155,000 1,150,000 1,189,650 1, 189,650
3290 Other Licenses, Permits S Fees 6,500 6,000 6,695 6,695
FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
FROM STATE
3351 Shared Revenue 130,887 130,887 130,887 130,887
3353 Highway Block Grant 104 ,016 104 ,016 110,648 110,648
3354 Water Pollution Grants
3356 State & Fed, Forest Land Reimb 1 ,061 1 ,061 1,093 1,093
3357 Flood {Control Reimbursement




3401 Income from Departments 160,000 150,000 164 ,800 164 ,800
3409 OtherCharges Cable TV Rents 15,000 15,000 15,450 15,450
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
3501 Sale of Municipal Property 1,000 1,000 1,030 1,030
3502 Interest on Investments 80,000 76,000 82,400 82,400
3509 Other Court Lease 14 ,301 14 ,301 14 ,301 14 ,301
INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS FROM
3914 Proprietary Funds
Sewer 502,918 502 ,918 528,320 528,320
V^ater
Electric
3915 Capital Reserve Funds 500.000 500,000
Fun in Sun Revenue 25,000 25.000
Health Insurance Emolovee Cont. 30.000 30.000
3916 Trust and Agency Funds
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
3934 Proc. from Long Term Notes & Bonds
Fund Balance:
Items Voted From Surplus
Remainder of Surplus' 431 .842 431 .842 300.000 300.000
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 2,790,317 2,791,317 3,309,330 3,309,330
• Enier h itis cokimn ffte rtimbers whKft tnw rwised and approved b/ DRA and which app
Total Appropriations
ear on trie MS-4 lam.
7,202,216
Less; Amount of Estimated Revenues, Exclusive of Property Taxes 3,309,330
Amount of Taxes to be Raised (Exclusive of Scfiool and Countv Taxesl 3,892,886
BUDGET OF THE 1











16 North Main Street

























14 FIRE DEPT. PROTECTIVE CLOTH CAP
15 COMMUNICATIONS CAP. RES.
16 SAFETY COMPLEX CAP. RES.
17 34000 GVM DUMP TRUCK
18 LOADER CAP. RES.
19 LIBRARY BUILDING CAP. RES.
20 TENNIS COURT CAP. RES.
21 SOCCER FIELD CAP. RES.
22 TOUN MAP CAP. RES.
23 NON UNION WAGE INCREASES
24 SEWER DEPT. WAGE INCREASE
25 FIRE FIGHTERS UNION WAGE INC.
26 POLICE UNION WAGE INC.


























R€PORT OF TH€ BUDG6T COMMITT€€
For the past several years the participants in Hooksett's Budget process, the Department Heads, the Council and the
Budget Committee, have attempted to maintain a "level funding" attitude when they prepared the budget for the coming year.
The actions of these participants has been frustrated by the increasing costs in uncontrolled expenses among which are health
insurance and Workers Compensation.
This year, when the taxpayers of Hooksett look at the Municipal budget they will see an increase of $135,000. None of this
increase will be because of 1993-1994 salary increases to municipal employees. Approximately $100,000 will be because of
the categories mentioned above. $23,000 will appear under the Parks and Recreation department for the "Fun in the Sun"
program (but this amount will also appear on the revenue side of the ledger so this will be a "wash" item). The remainder is
caused by an allowance of 8.1% for electrical increases and the funding of increases in fire department permanent wages
granted in 1992-1993 but not reflected in the 1992-1993 budget.
The Budget Committee carefully reviewed the Sewer Commission's budget but could not find any areas that could be
reduced. The major part of the Sewer Department increase was caused by the conditions imposed upon the Department by
increased testing mandated by the Federal Environmental Protection Agency. While some of these tests are not scheduled
at this time, provisions had to be made for their expected costs. Assuming that costs can be held to a minimum, the
Commissioners stated that, currently, they do not expect an increase in the charge to the sewer customers. They did say that
this may have to be reviewed early in 1994 if the income from sewer rents do not provide sufficient funds and the testing has
to be accomplished.
The Budget Committee reviewed all of the Warrant Articles submitted by the Council. All of them were approved except
Article 1 8, a contribution to the "Safety Complex Capital Reserve Fu nd" and Articles 25 and 26 which granted raises to municipal
employees. Article 18 was not approved because it was the opinion of the majority that with the rebuilding of the Fire Station
in the Village (Article 29) and because of the recent minutes of the Building Committee which showed a revision of the thinking
of the group by proposing a new approach to the Fire Station and Police Department/Communications building to be
accomplished in three steps, of which the rebuilding of Fire Station #1 is the first step, that contributing to a Safety Complex
Fund at this time was not appropriate.
Articles 25 and 26 were not approved because the Budget Committee wanted to send a message to the voters that it was
consistent in it's thinking; that no salary increases should be granted for this year. The members of the committee adopted this
position at the beginning of its budget reviews in October 1992 and followed that approach when it approved a School Budget
that did not include any "Performance adjustments" for non-union personnel. This action was negated by a vote of the people
at the School District Meeting. The Budget Committee felt that their attitude had not changed. In the final analysis it is the will
of the voters that prevails.
The members of this committee have worked faithfully and diligently to provide the voters of the Town with a budget
recommendation that is as close to actual projected costs of operating Town government as possible. We urge residents of
the Town of Hooksett to become involved in this process and to contribute their ideas and time to making the process a fruitful
one.
For the Budget Committee
Ray F. Langer
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TOWNCOUNOL 14,000 1^875 14,000 14,000 14,000 14,000
SEWER COMMISSION ^200 2.348 2.200 2200 2200 2.200
POUCE COMMSaON Z200 1.200 2.200 1.200 1,200 1.200 a.000)
mUSTEES 1.800 1.800 1.800 1.800 1.800 1.800
SUPV. CHECKLIST 1,800 1,800 1,800 1,800 1,800 1,800
TOTAL OFFICIALt SALARY 22,000 20,024 22JO0O njooo 2t,000 2T,000 ^T,OOOJ
ADMIN. SALMIES
TOWN AOMNSTRATOR 36,000 36.000 38,600 40,040 40^040 40,040 1,640
ASSISTANT TOWN ADMN. 21,788 22,207 22,4XX> 22889 22,888 22888
WAQE ART - ASSIST T/A 889
COUNOL SECRETARY 20^472 20,874 20,472 21,672 21,672 21,872
WAGE ART. - COUNC. SEC. 1.200
CUSTODIAL laOTI 10,446 10,071 11,021 11,0SJ1 11,021
WAGE ART.- CUSTODIAL 860
CLERICAL
ror>U. ADHIH. SALARIES 87,332 •8^7 84,082 >5,<22 »5,«22 S5,«22 IfiW
TOWN OFFICe EXP.
TOWN REPORTS 15,000 14.719 12000 12000 8.428 8,428 (3,572)
COMPUTER CONTRACTS 4,600 7.286 1,200 4,700 4,700 4,700 3,500
CONTRACT LABOR 3,000 3,099
PRWTWG UOOO 1,286 500 600 500 500
ADVERTISING 1,600 227 600 500 500 500
LEASED VEHCLE -ADMIN. 6,600 3,588 3,600 2.500 2,500 2500 (1.100)
LEASED VEHKXE - MAJNT. 240 1.000 600 600 600 (500)
OFFICE SUPPLES 10.000 8,704 lOiOOO 9.000 9.000 9,000 (1.000)
POSTAGE 14,610 6,370 10.000 8,000 aooo 8,000 (2000)
TELEPHONE - ADMV'irN/ASSG. »,600 3,166 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000
GASOUNE 3,000 263 600 300 300 300 (200)
EDUCATION 3,000 256 500 500 '600 500
NEWEQUP 6,010 40,613 12,000 3,100 3,100 3.100 (8,900)
GENERAL OPERATWQ EXPENSES 4,000 7,284 6,000 6,000 6000 6,000
TOTAL Off/C£ EXP. t1,920 M,T09 tifioo 91,C00 48,028 48,028 (t3,772;
ElECr/OMS
CHECKLISTS 500 483 500 500 500 500
TOWNMEETMG %000 1.876 3,000 4600 2600 2600 (500)
SP.TOWNMEETWQ 600 600 600 600 500
TOTM. El£CTIONS 3,0O0 2,JS9 4,000 9,900 3fiOO 3fiOO (SOO)
TOWN HALL
HEATMGOL 2,600 3^643 2,500 3,500 3,500 3,500 1,000
ELECTRIC 7,843 7.677 8,382 8,000 8,000 8,000 (392)
&i%electrk;nc. 648 648 648
SEWER 600 280 400 300 300 300 (10C8
WATER GOO 289 200 300 300 300 100
CUSTODIAL SUPPUES/REPABte a^ooo 3,966 %500 2,500 2,500 2,500
OLDHI^AYGARREP. 1 35 1 1 1 1
TOWNHALJ-REPABS 1,500 3,116 1,600 5,000 6,000 6,000 3,500
TOTAL TOWN HALL T5,»44 T8,»9< T9,483 i*,m 20,248 20^48 4,75«
imURANCE
UABUTY 106,223 107.839 118.623 118,000 119,000 118,000 377
OFFICE BOND 3,500 3^219 4.200 4,500 4,500 4,500 300
PUR OFFKIALS UAa 7.100 6,645 6.000 6.000 &000 6,000





243^982 24^882 24^982 21,882
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UrEMPUOY. COMP 5.600 3,319 6,600 6,500 6,500 5,500
RCA 121,380 101,644 121,380 127,135 127,136 127,135
WAGE APT. 6,755
TOTAL INSURANCE 45«,9S3 431,209 482,808 505,377 505,377 505,377 22,569
WAGE ART.
BENEFfTS
HEALTH NSURANCE 320,618 323,390 367,946 453,000 453000 453,000 86.064
UFEOSARNS. 40,810 39,848 40,810 43,000 43,000 43,000 445
WAGEAfif. 1,746
MEEHCAflE 3,700 4,473 2,300 4,200 4,200 4,200 1,900
NH RETIREMENT 95,000 87,525 95,000 99,212 99,212 99,212
WAGE ART 4,212
PENSION 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000
TOTAL BENEFrrS 464,728 459,236 576,013 603,472 603,472 603,472 87,398
STREETS UGHTS 68,025 55Hf59 58,000 58,000 58,000 58,000
9.1 % ELECTRIC INC. 4,698 4,698 4,688
HYDRANT RENTAL B7,493 77,467 80^99 80,298 80,298 80,290
LBQAL A DAMAGES
ATTORNEY FEES 34,500 30,946 34,500 34,5O0 34,600 34,500
LEGAL ADS 2,000 43 1,000 500 600 500 (500)
VnSC./DAMAGES 10,000 5,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000
UMON NEG. FEE 15,000 19,181 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000
TOTAL LEGAL 61,500 65,770 60,500 60,000 60,000 60,000 ^500)
BONDS
1966 SEWER 126,000 126,000 126,000 125,000 126,000 126,000
TOTAL BONDS 125,000 125,000 725,000 725,000 125,000 125,000
BOND INTEREST
1965 SEWER 16a326 152,326 141,686 129,380 129,980 129,980 (1 1 ,706)
TOTAL BOND INT. 752,326 752,326 747,686 729,980 729,980 729,980 (77,706;
MISC. ACTIASSOC.
COMMUNTTY ACTION 7,607 7,607 7,797 8,187 8,187 8,187 390
MEMOFBALDAY 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000
SO. NH PLAN OOfvflvi 6,978 6,818 5,818 6,816 5,816
NH MUMCtPAL ASSOC. 3,900 3,276 3900 3900 3900 3900
VISITING NURSE 6,734 6,734 7,407 7,402 7,402 7,402 (5)
TW-TOWN AMBUL 47,660 49,688 49,689 38,725 38,725 38,725 (10.964)
TRI-COUNTY WASTE 2,162 2,152 ai52 2,152 2,152
CLARBTER PAYBACK 26,400 26,400 26,400 (26,400)
APPREC.NK5HT 1,500 1,642 2,000 aooo 2.000 1 (1.999)
HOOKStllllbS 3500 3500 3,600 3500 3500
TOTAL MISC. ACTIASSOC 107,437 99,848 709,667 72,682 69,782 70,683 (38,978)
TOTAL ADMIN. DEPARTMENT 1,738,062 1,t77J624 f,m,S41 f^»,072 :1,«i4,34t .1,8S8,»47 :y->;:«,80«-
flNAHCEOEPAKTMENT
FTJANCE DIRECTOR 28,000 28,000 28,000 29,280 29,280 29,280
WAGE ART. -FMDfi. 1,280
TREASURER 5,000 5,200 6,200 5,410 6,410 5,410
WAGE ART. -TREAS. 210
DEP. TREASURER SCO 750 750 780 780 780
WAGE ART. -DEP. TREAS. 30
PAYROa CLERK 16,256 17.415 16^256 ia,14fi 18.145 18,145
-14-
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WAQC ART. - PAY. CCRK. 1,0««
AUDIT 14,000 14,616 12000 12,000 12,000 12000
PnNVNG/FOfV^ 1,125 1,200 1,260 1,260 1,260 60
MLEAQE 295 500 400 400 400 (100)
EDUCATJON 185 500 250 250 260 (250)
UBNEQUPMENX 225 580 580 680 355
::;:x:-:«74W$ :M:^fi40- :y:y::t9.1<» -yyy-PtAW :yy.y-_taj06: :;:;:>;:::;:;-:::«6.:TOT^^tfWWCC DEMRTWE^fT ' yyy.:-93JB$:
iMWKJfWOOOMWnWEWT X
ASSeSf*3 OFfTCER 24.966 25,920 24,966 2B,?m 26,223 26,223
WAGE ART. -A. OFF. 1,267
ASSESSOR - CONTRACT 30,000 30,845 30,000 32,000 30,000 30,000
ASSESSING CLERK 18,928 18,540 18,928 19,880 19,880 19,880
WAGEART-A-CLRK 952
APPRAISALS 2,000 2000
PRHsmNQ/FORMS 425 1,500 1,000 1,000 1,000 (500)
t^BLEAGE 100 100 100 100
EDUCATION 200 200 200 200
NEWEQUPMENT 150 700 700 700 560
GENERAL OPERA-HNG EXPENSES 260 260 260 250
77,730 79,903 «0,3SS 79,3S9 78,353»V 1 At. AS»fc*4'Arv :
:
79,994
fiwu)/A« D£pjWT*tfNr ; ; ; ;
;
CODE ENF. OFFICER 42,583 42,583 42,583 42,583 42,583 42,583
BUILDING CLERK 11,357 5,500 5,500 5,500 5,500
C.E.O. ASSISTANT 5 5 5 5 6
CONTRACTED SERVICES 1 810 700 800 800 800 100
LEASED VEHCLE - CEO. 2400 2400 2.400 2400 2400
LEASED VEHkXE - MAINT 333 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000
TAX NilAP MAWTENANCE 17,160 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000
PFONTTNGyiFOflMS 665 700 700 700 700
TFIFPHONH 1,610 2,000 2000 2,000 2000
MtLEAQE 460 1,005 900 900 900 (105)
EDUCATION 950 1,286 1,286 1,286 1,286
BOCA MEETING 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500
NEWEQUPMENT 241 1,900 1,900 1,900 1,900
GENERAL OPERATING EXPENSES N/A 1,400 1,400 1,400 1,400
TOTAL BWL£HH&i)€PT : : 7t 1W iOfiti 46/f7$ 67,974: 97,974 97J74 t,495
tAxt3mAfmm/r>:m^:<>:m:-:-x
TOWN CLERK/TAX COLL 25,818 25,818 25,818 27,560 27,550 27,550
WAGE ART -TCLflK. 1,732
ASST TAXTOWN CLEW 18,772 18,774 18,772 20,202 20,202 20,202
WAGE ART - ASST T CLRK. 1,430
CLERICAL 33,475 32,962 33475 36,681 36,581 36,581
WAGE ART -CLERC. 3106
STATE FEES 3,000 3,388 3000 3500 3500 3,500 500
REGISTRY Ol^ DEEDS 1,500 2,712 1,500 asoo asoo £800 1,300
PRWTt*3 2,645 4,000 3000 3000 3000 (1,000)
TELEPHONE 674 600 eoo 600 600
MLEAGE 600 600 600 600
EDUCATION 500 600 600 500
NEWEQUPMENT 500 500 500 600
GENERAL OPERATING EXPENSES 3000 3000 3,000 3000
70TALrAXD£PAlim£tmm -:-:-:-:-iB2fiK:- :x-:v««,»«3. :<- -M^ASJ- : W,73S 90,733 :> ;:M,733 y-yyAflSM
mALTHmi>W£tfm£D&>TM
WELFARE OFF)CER 12.480 16,797 18,000 18,727 18,727 18.727
WAGE ART-WEL 727
HEALTH OFFICER 3^000 2,978 3,000 3,121 3,121 3,121
15-
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WAOC ADT. - MCALTVl 1*1
TFIPPW'TM'^ 978 700 960 960 950 250
MLEAGE 110 100 100 100 100
EDUCATION 60 200 100 100 100 (100)
TOWN WELFARE 73,792 155,172 150,000 160,000 150.000 150,000
OLD AQE ASSISTANCE 1B0 150 (150)
SOLDERS AJD 160 150 (150)
JUVENtECARE 160 150 (160)
TOTJiLMEALTH/WELfMiBDEPT. ::-:;::;OT,723. :J7«,0» ::t73^2»8: :o:-:-172^aBS : x772^M ::: :I72,*98 \-ym--43O0)
Jift'iEMKi SCTV«CMDfPr. ; : ; :
JUVENLE OFFICER 28,111 28,111 28,111 28,111 28.111 28,111
TELEPHONE 873 90O 900 900 900
MILEAGE 121 600 480 180 180 (420)
EDUCATION 35 400 400 400 400
NEWEQUIPVIENT 125 425 425 425
rOVAL JUVEMLf SERVtCESDEP ; Mfttj ^2«,T« : sOfOii ^ ^0l4 30,018 soflit ... —
POUGE DEPMTMEtfr
WAGES 806,760 740,876 788,900 848,671 821,860 821,860 6,254
WAGE ART. -P.O. 26,706
K4AINT EQUIP/FUEL 58,650 41,583 43,000 50,404 45,310 45,310 (3690)
EQUIPMENT 1,4O0 7,738 1,400 n,B76 6,687 6,587 5,187
RADIO MAWT. 5,000 3,353 3670 13,005 10,605 10,605 6,935
OFFICE E0L9PMENT 16,470 20,087 16,120 20,292 20,292 20,292 4,172
PHOTOGRAPHY 4,350 £956 2,000 3,696 3,595 3.695 1,595
TELEPHONE 8,200 8,468 8,200 8,200 8,200 8.200
HnNG& TESTING £400 1,166 700 1.160 1.160 1.160 460
TRANNG 9,000 5,680 8,300 9,025 5,133 5.133 (3167)
PUBUCATK)NS 1,200 1,949 1,000 1,800 1,486 1,486 486
CFiWE PREVENTION 1 1 2,000 1 1
MISC. 4.285 5,416 3,286 7,000 4,600 4,600 1,315
ELECTRIC 8,743 8,034 9,355 9,365 9,365 9,366
8.1 % ELECTRIC NC. 758 768 758
HEAT -GAS 1,890 1,692 1,890 1.890 1,890 1,890
BULD(NQ LEASE 44,465 43,427 49,665 49,665 49,665 49,665
BUIX)MG MAJNT. 10,500 10,663 12,000 12.000 9,400 9,400 (2.600)
PERSONNEL EQUP. 18.450 13,271 16,460 24,950 17,650 17.650 1.200
NEW CRUISERS 60,400 48.360 18,000 64.000 18,000 18,000
LEQAUCOMMKSIONERS 3,000 4,202 2,000 4,000 3,000 3,000 1,000
LEGAL Ur*ON NEa 10.000 9,688 8,000 (8.000)
NARCOTIC tAtST. 182 (43) 182 1,440 1,440 1,440 1,278
SPECIAL POUCE 16.000 7,917 16,000 16,000 10.000 10,000 (5,000)
UB^a3 1,041^904 1,U9,22S 1j04»,96B :ifi4i,n6 ::::-:--8^$2.:TOTv^t:P.OW<rt:0£Pn::::::::;::::::::::;::;::;: :ifirsts
CO«H^?S>w«frME/iflr.;.,:::::::,:,:::::,.:,,.
WACES 163,387 142,380 158,846 168,967 168,719 168,719 2.070
WAGE ART. -COMM. 7.803
NEW EQUIPMENT 4,600 3,731 3.500 3,000 (aeoo)
EMPLOYEE HnNQ 1,660 83 860 860 360 360 (600)
EMPLOYEE TRANNQ 3,000 300 3,000 3,000 1.000 1,000 (2.000)
MAJNT/REPAJRS 4,650 16,687 6,660 12,037 11.837 10,337 4.787
TELEPHO^E 7.431 4,062 7.431 7,431 7,431 7,431
OFFICE SUPPLES 2,600 1.498 2,500 1,770 1,020 1.020 (1.480)
BUttX) LEASE/MAMT
ELECTFaC (TOWER) 153 300 300 300 300
ai%EL£CTWCr»C. 24 24 24
TOWER LEASE 6,000 6,000 6.000 4,eoo (200
PERSONNEL EQUF. 2,680 1.666 2.680 2,700 zoeo £060 (BOO)
rmM^f>omf,:oeprmmm<::-y «#,*» mt4».77f> ;; t»7.<w> x:;::»<.055 :>--yrt7;rm miHfftt: mmH9)\
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WAGES -PERM 634,281 684,064 629,286 647,682 673,682 673692 38,407
WAGE ART. -RRE PERM 6,000
WAGES -CALL 20,000 20,507 20,000 21,000 21,000 21,000 1,000
WAGES -AOMM 10,100 9,306 10^100 10,500 10,500 10,600
WAGE ART. -ADMN. 400
NEWEQU»»MENT 15.000 10,536 13000 11,000 11.000 11.000 (£000)
MAWT/REPAF TROCSO 21,000 36,622 21,000 21,000 21,000 21,000
GAS&OIL 4,725 4,966 4,725 4,725 4,725 4,725
MATIT/REPAIR-BUXa 3,000 2,766 3,000 4,200 4,200 3675 675
MAJNT/REPAIR - RADIO 5,000 3,247 4,000 6,000 5,000 5,000 1,000
MAI^f^/REPAIR-PORT EQP. 4,000 2,119 4,000 4,250 4,250 4,250 250
MAINT/REPAW - HOSES 2,500 1,980 2,500 2,000 2,000 2,000 (500)
MAWT/REPAJR-CLOTHNG 3,000 2,818 3,000 3500 3500 3500 500
CLOTHNG PURCHASE 7.200 7,234 7,200 7,560 7,560 7,560 360
TELEPHOr* 2,501 2,447 2,501 asoi 2,501 2,501
ELEC7RJC 5,706 5.376 6.107 6.107 6,107 6,107
ai % ELECTRIC NC. 495 495 495
WATER/CABLE/SeWER 600 517 700 700 700 700
HEAT BUH-CHNGS 6,000 3,680 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000
AtfVOXYGEN 750 772 750 750 750 750
MECHCAL SUPPUES 1,000 1,012 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000
SUBSCRFT10NS 450 465 450 500 600 500 60
FOOD EXPENSE 250 203 250 250 250 250
OFFICE SUPPLIES 2.760 ^511 aooo a7oo 2700 2,700 700
TTVUMNG 5,500 3474 5,000 5,000 6,000 5,000
TRAIMNG- ADMIN. 500 500 500 500
FIRE PREVENTION 1,000 866 1,000 aooo 2000 eooo 1.000
HA27MATER1ALS 1,000 69 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000
PHYSICAL EXAMS 1 2,907 3000 3000 3000 3000
TOTAL FmBDEPT x ; 7St,»16 709,433 7Se,f99 773,435 799,930 799,405 42,437
fOHEST riHE DBPT ; i
TOT>(U.fOWSr«Hf :: :
:
f ,.::;:1 1 1 1
HiWWAf iS£ff£RAL : x
GAS&OIL 20,000 15,745 20,000 20,000 20,000 20,000
TRFPHONE 1.538 2.874 1,538 1,800 1.300 1.800 262
ELECTRIC 6,500 7.466 6,955 7,500 7,600 7.500 545
8.1 % ELECTRIC MC. 608 608 608
MISC 14,500 10.470 13800 13800 13800 13300 (500)
TOTAL HIGHWAY GSNENERL 42,538 9«,555 42,293 43,«00 43,70a 43,208 815
HtCHWAY MAINTENANCE
WAGES 374,634 365,124 374,634 389,634 389,634 389,634
WAGE ART. -KW. 15.000
MAINT/REPAIR EQUIP. 60,000 32.471 60.000 60,000 60,000 60.000
RENTAL/CONT. SERVICES Z500 2,142 3.500 3500 3500 3500
SUPPLES 75,000 81,717 60.000 63900 63900 63.900 (6,100)
SALT/SAND 70,000 74,682 65,000 «S,000 66,000 66,000
TOTAL HtOHWAY MAINT. 572,T»4 549,039 6««,TS4 5*2,034 5*2,034 M2,034 (9.100)
RUBBISH DEPARTMENT
WAGES 53.712 66,365 53,712 56,212 65,212 55,212
WAGE ART. -RUB. 1.500
MAJNT/REPAW EQUIP. 6,000 1,223 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000
RENTAUCONT. SERVICES 1,000 713 500 600 600 600
SUPPLES 4,000 31218 2,700 700 700 700 (2000)
TOTAL RUBBISH DEFT 94,712 91,509 «2,4T2 <0,4T2 ao,4r2 90,412 ^2,000)
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RESURFAONG 160,000 129,970 140,690 145.983 145,983 145,983 6,293
CAREOFfreES 2,500 7,595 2.500 2.500 2,500 asoo
STRlPtNG OF ROADS 6,000 2,655 6,000 8,000 8,000 8.000 2,000
PLOW TRUCKS 1,000 441 1,000 1.000 1,000 1,000
TOTAL M/SC HfOHWAY 1«$,SOO 140,BS1 150,100 t57,483 757,463 157,483 7,293
CAKE Of CEMETERIES
WAGES 13,000 13.430 13.000 13,520 13,520 13520
WAGE ART. -CEM. 520
TRUCK/EQUP SUPPUES 1,000 677 1.000 1,000 1,000 1,000
SUPPLES 2,000 i,o«e 2,000 2,000 2,000 900 (1,100)
TOTAL CARE CEMETERIES 1«,0O0 is,m ItfiZQ 16,520 76,320 15,420 (1.100)
TOT>U. HfG«W>ty::-:^' :•::•>;::: ::;:: yH4fi04 :7».9U ^i$fi49 yy:6$9,9^ y940AST «8,5S7 :>My-{992)
Tft/WSP£».ST/V/OW xxx: ;
WAGES 107,001 88,974 87.885 91,729 91.729 91,729
WAGE ART. - TRANS. 3.844
EDUCATION 300 300 300 300 300
GAS&Ol. 12,000 10,918 12,000 12,000 12.000 12,000
MAJNT/1=tEPAlR VEHICLES 15,000 27,936 15,000 15.000 15.000 15,000
MATERIALS/SUPPLIES 3,000 1,421 3,000 3000 3000 3,000
TTT, FPHONF 6€€ 489 666 666 686 666
ELECTBIC 4,450 a 361 4,761 4,761 4,761 4,761
ai % ELECTRIC MC. 386 386 386
HEATBUHJDtNG 1,000 1,199 1.000 1,000 1,000 1,200 200
WATER 200 192 200 200 200 200
CONTRACTED SERVICES 8,936 6,673 9.235 9235 9,235 9.235
OFFICE SUPPLES/MISC 1,000 534 1.000 1,200 1,200 1,000
RECYCUNG EQUP. 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000
TOTAL TRANSFER 154,SS3 tS»,«87 t4S,9i1 144,091 144,477 144,477 58*
PARKS A RECREATION
WAGES 15,510 17,872 1 9,1 1 39,000 37,875 37,875 18,000
WAGE ART. - P/R 765
NEWEQUPMENT 3,700 10,773 1,700 4,200 1,700 1,700
MAJNTE^4ANCe 19.900 16,773 17.850 19,000 17,850 17,850
GENERAL OPERATIONS 8,050 10,318 8,060 13,300 13,250 13.2S0 5,200
ELECTRIC 1,750 3,068 1,872 2,500 1,872 2.024 152
WATER 500 960 960 960 960
TOTAL PARKS iTTK. : : :
:
::;x49,470 x«,7»6 «i,zrT y-'yT8MO: 73,497 73>«9 ::.:.;-::23,S52:
ZBA
WAGES 2,000 1,600 2.000 aooo 2,000 2.000
OFFICE SUPPLES 900 1,064 900 500 500 500 (400)
PROF. SERVICES 1,000 250 250 250 250
TRAVEL/SEMWARS 500 188 600 600 600 600
HEARTXa EXPENSE 1,500 415 800 800 600 800
TOT>«L ?aA xo-xix::::; >;:-:-:;>x-:;:y::x-:- y->-<\--f,aoo :->:-::*,?#7- ^--y^ffisa- '--^-yy-^^SO: y\-M4,iso yyy-y4,160- ^yyy\y{4ao)
PLANNIHaBOARDWyi^:^^y:y.^'-y^--
WAGES 3,360 asoo 3,360 3,360 3,360 3,360
POSTAGE 460 1.020 460 460 460 460
OFFICE SUPPLES 570 1.474 570 670 670 670
HEArtNQ EXPENSE 1,770 41 600 800 800 800
TflAVEL EXPENSE 1,800 201 1,340 1,340 1,340 840 (600)
PROF. SERVECES
TOTALJHJlM.SOARD:<>::^><<><:y:y. ::::v::::::7,»M-: y-yy-s/ae -y-y:--y€,s3o- yy-yy*A30: y-:>y^i,53a> ::-<y-:*fi3a ,y-y-:-ylSO0)
1
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WAGES 160 100 150 160 160 160
^EWEQUPME^^^ 1 300 300 300 300
EQUP. MAtfTENANCE 1 1 1 1 1
TH.EPHONE 1 100 100 100 100
TRWNNO/EQUP. 1 1 1 1 1
RENT
TOTAtfiMERCaENCrMCMT: i: :Xx:>::::x:1M :x:x:::X:::il» x;xxX:::««;- .X:X:X;X:K2; x.xxXxMC: : -x.:-x- ::65Z xXxXx-:-x-:P-
C£MFT»n'O0«7;:v:::::-:x:::-::::::x::ix-:-:
ECMP/SUPPUES
OFFKJE SUPPUES 225 72 225 226 225 100 (125)
ELECTWC
REPAffVMAINTENANCE
CONTSERV- FENCE 5 400 400 400 400
NEW EQUIPMENT
SECRETARIAL 1,4©5 142 1,496 1,495 1,495 750 (745)
KXT^ CEMETERY ,<:-:,:tJS9 :.:.y.:iU. 2,12© 2.T20 xg,t20 1.230 moi
OOmefiVATtON COMkL
SECRETARIAL SERV 800 800 soo BOO (300)
POSTAGE/SUPPLIES 5 e 5 50 5 5
TRAVEL 5 5 5 5 5
DUES-NHCC 275 628 314 320 314 314
CONFERENCES/BOOKS 200 100 200 100 100
LEGAL/LAND PURCHASE 2,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 500 (600)
ANALYTICAL SERVICES 6 5 5 5 5
NAT/AFEA MVENTORY - MAP 6 5 1.000 5 5
TOTAL OOfiSSRV.COIML XxX::::-2^»5: X:X::X;::::«4; ;:X:X:;:2;234: 3Am :XX:;::-2^34 t,434 /800)
fiB«>*W::;:x>:-:::-::y---o::::::x :>-:,::::,:::;
WAGES AND BENEFITS 103,217 89,951 95,065 99,123 97,737 99,123 2,691
MrAGE AHTICL£ 1,367
STAFF/TRUSTEES 2,000 1,623 2,000 3,000 3,000 2,500 500
EQUIPMENT 5 1,505 1,389 1,400 1,400 1,400 11
BOOKS 20,000 25,193 25,000 25,000 20,000 25,000
MAINTENANCE & REPAIRS 7,490 10,062 8,715 9,465 9,465 9,465 760
UTILITIES 8,572 8,370 8,915 8,915 8,915 9,340 425
8.1 % ELECTBIC INC. 425
SUPPUES 4,000 2,425 4,000 2,500 2,500 2,500 (1,500)
POSTAGE 300 415 500 500 500 500
AUTOMATION UPDATE 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500
ir<>T<«,;Uan>Wrx;;::;.x:;x;x:x;::X:;Xx 14Sfia4 lZ$fi44 t4€,95t isi.'m 148,442 <52429 5,577
flUD«T©OMMnT££ x x
SECRETARIAL SERVICES 1.000 2.223 2.380 2.480 2.480 2.480 100
SEMMARS 100 75 100 100 100 100
POSTAGE 100 9 100 100 100 100
HEARNGS 160 496 160 300 300 300 160
OFFtCe SUPPUES 500 636 600 600 600 500
TaT;ttBt».COJWM/7T£f :: :;: x;:ix;x*,»»; "xvxxWO ';: :'.'' 9,230' xx-::a,48C' X:X:::X3,«W:: X:X:::X3,4M ::X;>:-X::j50
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MINUT€S OF TDUUN MeCTING, 1ST SESSION
Mqv 11, 1993
Town Clerk, Leslie Nepveu opened and inspected the ballots at 5:58 AM. Moderator, David Hess inspected the ballot box and
declared the polls open at 5:59 am. Wayne Gehris served as Assistant Moderator. Supervisors of the Checklist included: Mary
Campbell, Janyce Demers and Denise Martineau. Ballot clerks serving at this election were: Shirley Casey, Elizabeth Stewart,
Edith Rice, Patricia Rueppel, Gertrude Connor, Elizabeth Crombie, Lucien Hebert, Bertha Beauchesne, Bea Kisselburg, Louise
Reed, Olga Childs and Irene Cullen. Absentee ballots were processed at 4:00 pm. Polls were closed at 7:00 pm, 765 ballots were
cast with the following results:
COUNCILOR DISTRICT II, term expiring 6/30/96
Gerry Beauchesne 89
COUNCILOR DISTRICT ill, term expiring 6/30/96
Tony Parker Hoy 72
James Sullivan 103
COUNCILOR AT LARGE, term expiring 6/30/96
Gerry Handley 381
Janice Kenney 372
BUDGET COMMITTEE, term expiring 6/30/95 (vote for one)
Alexander W. Stewart 565











LIBRARY TRUSTEE, expiring 6/30/96
Nancy K. Barrett 630
SEWER COMMISSIONER, term expiring 6/30/94
William Devoe 555
SEWER COMMISSIONER, term expinng 6/30/96
Wilma Stack 583
TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS, term expiring 6/30/96
Carolyn Schroeder 630
ARTICLE #2 YES-391 NO-282
ARTICLE #3 YES-418 NO-258
ARTICLE #4 YES-437 NO-222
ARTICLE #5 YES-477 NO-185
ARTICLE #6 YES-371 NO-259
ARTICLE #7 YES-438 NO-211
ARTICLE #8 YES-307 NO-243
ARTICLE #9 YES-496 NO-167
ARTICLE #10 YES-397 NO-261
ARTICLE #11 YES-610 NO- 98
ARTICLE #12 YES-478 NO-162
Respectfully submitted,
Leslie Nepveu, Town Clerk
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MINUT€S OF TDUUN M^CTING, 2ND SeSSION
Mqv 14, 1993
Moderator David W. Hess called the meeting to order at 7:03 P.M. Councilman Joe Wilson led the assembly in the Pledge of
Allegiance. He then proceeded to introduce the following: Town Council, Chairman William Lyon, Joe Wilson, Janice Kenney,
B.J. Branch, Cheryl Juneau, Grace Pomeroy, Thomas Christie, Judith Hess, Donald Duford; Town Administrator, Gerald Cottrell;
Town Clerk, Leslie Nepveu; Finance Director, Matthew Shevenell; Town Attorney, Barton Mayer.
Moderator Hess read the Certificate of Posting of the Town Warrant, and discussed the rules and procedures to be foltowed
at the meeting.
Voting on Articles #13 through #31 would be by secret ballot due to a petition received by the Moderator Hess.
The following articles were read and voted on as follows:
Ray Langer motioned to act on Article #29 first. Mark Tuson seconded. Voice vote was taken on this motion. Motion was
declared passed.
ARTICLE 29
"To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1 for the purpose of building
and equipping a new fire station at the location of the current Fire Station #1 ; and to authorize the withdrawal and expenditure
of two hundred fifty thousand dollars ($250,000) from the Hooksett Capital Improvement Fund and other State or Federal Funds
that may become available tor the stated purposes of building and equipping the new Fire Station. Further, to appoint the Town
Administrator as the agent to carry out the purposes of said fund in accordance with RSA 35:15." Tom Christie moved. Janice
Kenney seconded.
Janice Kenney moved to amend Article #29 to read: "To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under
the provisions of RSA 35:1 for the purpose of building and equipping a new fire station at the location of the current Fire Station
#1 ; and to authorize the withdrawal and expenditure up to two hundred fifty thousand dollars ($250,000) from the Hooksett Capital
Improvement Fund and other State or Federal Funds that may become available forthe stated purposes of building and equipping
the new Fire Station. Further, to appoint the Town Administrator as the agent to carry out the purposes of said fund in accordance
with RSA 35:15." Cheryl Juneau seconded the amendment. Voice vote taken on amendment. Moderator Hess declared the
amendment passed. Polls were opened for voting on Article #29 at 7:42 p.m. Polls were closed at 1 0:30 p.m. with the following
results.: YES-120, NO-23. Article #29 was adopted.
ARTICLE 13
"To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of two hundred seventy thousand dollars ($270,000) for the
purpose of tipping fees related to the cost of trucking solid waste to a State of New Hampshire approved disposal site." Don Duford
moved. Judith Hess seconded.
Mark Tuson motioned to amend Article #1 3 to read : "To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of two hundred
forty thousand dollars ($240,000) for the purpose of tipping fees related to the cost of trucking solid waste to a State of New
Hampshire approved disposal site." Lee Harvey seconded the amendment. Voice vote taken on amendment. Moderator Hess
declared the amendment passed. Polls were opened for voting on Article #1 3 at 8:04 p.m. Polls were closed at 1 0:30 p.m. with
the following results: YES-133, NO-9. Article #13 was adopted.
ARTICLE 14
"To see if the Town will vote to authorize the withdrawal and expenditure not to exceed two hundred fifty thousand dollars
($250,000) from the Hooksett Capital Improvement Fund and State or Federal Funds that may become available forthe complete
renovation and original equipping of the old highway garage for use as a State of New Hampshire District Court; and to appoint
the Town Administrator as the agent to carry out the purposes of said fund in accordance with RSA 35:15. Further, to return
annually any rental fees collected in excess of any maintenance and repair expenses to the Capital Improvement Fund until the
amount withdrawn by this Warrant Article is replaced." Donald Duford moved. B.J. Branch seconded.
B.J. Branch motioned to amend Article #14 to read: "To see if the Town will vote to authorize the withdrawal and expenditure
not to exceed three hundred thousand dollars ($300,000) from the Hooksett Capital Improvement Fund and State or Federal
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Funds that may become available forthe complete renovation and original equipping of the old highway garage for use as a State
of New Hampshire District Court; and to appoint the Town Administrator as the agent to carry out the purposes of said fund in
accordance with RSA 35:15. Further, to return annually any rental fees collected in excess of any maintenance and repair
expenses to the Capital Improvement Fund until the amount withdrawn by this Warrant Article is replaced. All expenditures over
two hundred fifty thousand dollars ($250,000) to be approved by the Council and Budget Committee." Don Duford seconded the
amendment. Voice vote taken on amendment. Moderator Hess declared amendment passed.
Ray Langer motioned to amend Article #1 4 to read: "To see if the Town will vote to authorize the withdrawal and expenditure
not to exceed three hundred thousand dollars ($300,000) from the Hooksett Capital Improvement Fund and State or Federal
Funds that may become available forthe complete renovation and original equipping of the old highway garage for use as a State
of New Hampshire District Court; and to appoint the Town Administrator as the agent to carry out the purposes of said fund in
accordance with RSA 35:15. Further, to return annually any rental fees collected in excess of any maintenance and repair
expenses to the Capital Improvement Fund until the amount withdrawn by this Warrant Article is replaced. All expenditures over
two hundred fifty thousand dollars ($250,000) to be approved by the Council and Budget Committee. No money will be withdrawn
from this appropriation until the State signs a contract for occupancy for a period of 1 or more years. In the event that said contract
is not forthcoming within one year the appropriation will be considered terminated." Mark Tuson seconded the amendment. Voice
vote taken on amendment. Voice vote was questioned by the Moderator. Standing vote was taken. Amendment was declared
passed.
Terry Raff motioned to amend Article #14 to read: 'To see if the Town will vote to authorize the withdrawal and expenditure
not to exceed three hundred thousand dollars ($300,000) from the Hooksett Capital Improvement Fund and State or Federal
Funds that may become available forthe complete renovation and original equipping of the old highway garage for use as a State
of New Hampshire District Court; and to appoint the Town Administrator as the agent to carry out the purposes of said fund in
accordance with RSA 35:15. Further, to return annually any rental fees collected in excess of any maintenance and repair
expenses to the Capital Improvement Fund until the amount withdrawn by this Warrant Article is replaced. All expenditures over
two hundred fifty thousand dollars ($250,000) to be approved by the Council and Budget Committee. Not more than ten percent
(10%) of the money authorized by this article willbewithdrawnfromlhis appropriation untilthe State signs acontractforoccupancy
for a period of 10 or more years. In the event that said contract is not forthcoming within one year the appropriation will be
considered terminated." Lowell Apple seconded the amendment. Voice vote was taken on the amendment. Moderator Hess
declared amendment passed. Polls opened for voting on Article #1 4 at 8 :45 p. m. Polls were closed at 1 :30 p.m. with the following
results: YES-1 18, NO-24. Article #1 4 was adopted.
ARTICLE 15
"To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of seventeen thousand five hundred dollars ($17,500) to the
Pumper Refurbishing Fund already established; and to appoint the Town Administrator as the agent to carry out the purpose of
said fund in accordance with RSA 35: 1 5 ." Ray O'Brien moved. Joe Wilson seconded. Polls were opened for voting on Article #1
5
at 8:55 p.m. Polls were closed at 10:30 p.m. with the following results: YES-1 17, NO-16. Article #1 5 was adopted.
ARTICLE 16
"To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund underthe provisions of RSA 35:1 forthe purpose of replacing
the Fire Department protective clothing and further to raise and appropriate the sum of twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000)
to this fund. Further, to appoint the Town Administrator as the agent to carry out the purposes of said fund in accordance with
RSA 35:15." Moved by Ray O'Brien. Seconded by Joe Wilson. Polls were declared open for voting on Article #16 at 8:58 p.m.
Polls were closed at 10:30 p.m. with the following results: YES-1 10, NO-22. Article #16 was adopted.
ARTICLE 17
"To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of ten thousand dollars ($10,000) to the Communications
Equipment Fund already established; and to appoint the Hooksett Police Commission as the agent to carry out the purposes of
said fund in accordance with RSA 35:1 5." Moved by John Proctor. Seconded by Don Riley. Polls were opened for voting on Article
#17 at 9:05 p.m. Polls were closed at 10:30 p.m. with the following results: YES-1 07, NO-27. Article #17 was adopted.
ARTICLE 18
"To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of seventy-eight thousand two hundred fifty dollars ($78,250)
to the Safety Complex Fund already established; and to appoint the Town Administrator as the agent to carry out the purposes
of said fund in accordance with RSA 35:1 5." Moved by William Lyon. Seconded by Joe Wilson. Polls were opened for voting on
Article #18 at 9:15 p.m. Polls were closed at 10:30 p.m. with the following results: YES-72, NO-64. Article #18 was adopted.
ARTICLE 19
"To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1 for the purposes of
purchasing a 34000 GVM Dump Tmck with plow and sander and further to raise and appropriate the sum of nineteen thousand
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dollars ($19,000) to this fund. Further, to appoint the Town Administrator as the agent to carry out the purposes of said fund in
accordance with RSA 35:15." Moved by Joe Wilson. Seconded by Judith Hess. Polls were opened for voting on Article #19 at
9:20 p.m. Polls were closed at 10:30 p.m. with the following results : YES-92, NO-32. Article #19 was adopted.
ARTICLE 20
"To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of twenty thousand dollars ($20,000) to the Loader Fund already
established; and to appoint the Town Administrator as the agent to carry out the purposes of said fund in accordance with RSA
35:1 5." Moved by Joe Wilson. Seconded by Janice Kenney . Polls were opened for voting on Article #20 at 9:25 p.m. Polls were
closed at 10:30 p.m. with the following results: YES-104, NO-30. Article #20 was adopted.
ARTICLE 21
"To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund underthe provisions of RSA 35:1 forthe purpose of expanding
or building the Town Library and to raise and appropriate the sum of twenty-eight thousand two hundred fifty dollars ($28,250)
to this fund. Further, to appoint the Library Trustees as the agents to carry out the purposes of said fund in accordance with RSA
35:1 5." Moved by Tom Christie. Seconded by Grace Pomeroy. Polls were declared open for voting at 9:31 p.m. Polls were closed
at 10:30 p.m. with the following results: YES-89, NO-44. Article #21 was adopted.
ARTICLE 22
'To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of ten thousand dollars ($1 0,000) to the Tennis Court Fund already
established; and to appoint the Town Administrator as the agent to cany out the purposes of said fund in accordance with RSA
35:1 5." Moved by Pete Farwell. Seconded by Cheryl Juneau. Polls were declared open for voting on Article #22 at 9:35 p.m. Polls
were closed at 10:30 p.m. with the following results: YES-88, NO-45. Article #22 was adopted.
ARTICLE 23
'To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of sixteen thousand dollars ($1 6,000) to the Soccer Field Fund
already established; and to appoint the Town Administrator as the agent to carry out the purposes of said fund in accordance
with RSA 35:1 5." Moved by Pete Fanwell. Seconded by Cheryl Juneau. Polls were declared open for voting on Article #23 at 9:39
p.m. Polls were closed at 10:30 p.m. with the following results: YES-90, NO-40. Article #23 was adopted.
ARTICLE 24
"To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund underthe provisions of RSA 35:1 forthe purposes of creating
a Town-wide digitized mapping system and to raise and appropriate the sum of ten thousand dollars ($10,000) to this fund.
Further, to appoint the Town Administrator as the agent to carry out the purposes of said fund in accordance with RSA 35:15."
Moved by William Lyon. Seconded by Joe Wilson. Polls were open for voting on Article #24 at 9 :45 p.m. Polls were closed at 1 0:30
p.m. with the following results: YES-96, NO-36. Article #24 was adopted.
B.J., Branch motioned to act on Article #27 before Article #25. Seconded by William Lyon. Voice vote taken on motion.
Moderator Hess declared motion passed.
ARTICLE 27
"To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of twelve thousand five hundred dollars ($1 2,500) for the 1 993-
1994 fiscal year, such sum representing the additional cost attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits for members of
Permanent Fire Fighters Local 3264 over those paid in the prior fiscal year." Moved by B.J. Branch. Seconded by William Lyon.
Polls were opened for voting on Article #27 ay 9:50 p.m. Polls were closed at 1 0:30 p.m. with the following results: YES-96, NO-
33. Article #27 was adopted.
ARTICLE 25
"To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of fifty-four thousand five hundred dollars ($54,500) forthe 1 993-
1994 fiscal year, such sum representing the additional cost attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits over those paid
in the prior fiscal year." Moved by Judith Hess. Seconded by William Lyon. Polls were opened for voting at 9:55 p.m. Polls were
closed at 10:30 p.m. with the foltowing results: YES-33, NO-76. Article #25 was defeated.
ARTICLE 26
"To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate from the Sewer Fund the sum of three thousand two hundred dollars ($3,200)
forthe 1993-1994 fiscal year, such sum representing the additional cost attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits over
those paid in the priorfiscal year. Moved by Tom Christie. Seconded by Grace Pomeroy. Polls were opened for voting on Article
#26 at 9:56 p.m. Polls were closed at 10:30 p.m. with the following results: YES-49, NO-78. Article #26 was defeated.
ARTICLE 28
"To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of nineteen thousand dollars ($19,000) forthe 1993-1994 fiscal
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year, such sum representing the additional cost attributable to the increase in salaries and benefits for members of Teamsters
Local 633 over those paid in the prior fiscal year." Moved by John Proctor. Seconded by James Oliver. Polls were opened for
voting on Article #28 at 9:57 p.m. Polls were closed at 10:30 p.m. with the following results: YES-79, NO-47. Article #28 was
adopted.
ARTICLE 30
"To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000) to allow the Fire
Department to purchase and install (1) a second repeater and related equipment for complete radio coverage of the Town, (2)
to erect a larger wood frame shed to house present equipment at the primary repeater site on South Bow Road, and (3) to repair
the presenttoweronSouth Bow Road. (PETITIONED WARRANT ARTICLE)" Moved by Ray O'Brien. Seconded by Tom Christie.
Polls were opened for voting on Article #30 at 9:58 p.m. Polls were closed at 1 0:30 p.m. with the following results: YES-97, NO-
30. Article #30 Was adopted.
ARTICLE 31
"To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of six million one hundred forty one thousand seven hundred
sixteen dollars ($6,141 ,71 6) which represents the operating budget of the Town of Hooksett exclusive of special Articles 13, 14,
15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29 and 30." Moved by Bill Lyon. Seconded by Joe Wilson.
Bill Lyon motioned to amend Article #31 to read: "To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of six million
one hundred forty three thousand seven hundred sixteen dollars ($6, 1 43,71 6) which represents the operating budget of the Town
of Hooksett exclusive of special Articles 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29 and 30." The addition
two thousand dollars ($2,000) to be added to the "Appreciation Night" line item. Seconded by Don Duford. Voice vote taken on
amendment. Moderator Hess declared amendment passed.
John Proctor motioned to amend Article #31 to read: "To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of six
million one hundred sixty two thousand seven hundred sixteen dollars ($6,162,716) which represents the operating budget of
the Town of Hooksett exclusive of special Articles 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 , 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29 and 30." The
additional nineteen thousand dollars ($19,000) to be added to the "Communications Wage" line item. Seconded by Dave Bernard.
Voice vote taken on amendment. Moderator Hess declared amendment passed. Voting on Article #31 was opened at 1 0:00 p.m.






















































OFFICiniS, BOnRDS S COMMISSIONS
U.S. PRESIDENT: 9. Alexander Stewart 6/95 HOOKSETT INDUSTRIAL
Bill Clinton Gerald Beauchesne, T.C. Rep. DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION:
Elizabeth Stewart - Secretary Hans Wentrup
U.S. SENATORS: Bob Normandeau
Gregg Judd BUILDING INSPECTOR/ Sidney Baines
Bob Smith CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER: Dick Dutile
Kenneth Andrews Cutler Brown
U.S. CONGRESSMEN: Bill Rossignol
Dick Swett CEMETERY COMMISSION: Dave Bernard
Bill Zeliff 1
.
Wallace Emerson - Chr.
2. James Van Vliet
Bill Lyon
GOVERNOR: 3. Helen Tuttle LEGAL COUNSEL:
Steven Merrill Upton, Sanders and Smith
CONSERVATION COMMISSION: Bart Mayer
GOVERNORS COUNCILOR: 1 . Nancy Winneg 6/96
Earl A. Rinker, III 2. Warren Parneii 6/96 LIBRARIAN:
3. Rhys Llewellyn 6/94 Fran Hebert
REPRESENTATIVES TO 4. Rick Hedrick 6/95
GENERAL COURT: 5. Carol Johnson 6/95 LIBRARY TRUSTEES:
Lowell Apple 1-Alt. Bruce Merger 6/96 1 . Nancy Barrett 6/96
Ray F. Langer 2-Alt. Janice Kenney 6/96 2. Sonia Attalla 6/94
Terence Pfaff Grace Pomeroy - T.C. Rep. 3. Mary Farwell 6/95
STATE SENATOR: COUNCIL: MODERATOR:
Eleanor Podles 1
.
Gerard Handley - at Lrg.




HOOKSETT DISTRICT COURT: 3. Gerald Beauchesne - 2 6/96 ON-TRAC:
Judge Robert LaPointe, 4, William Lyon, Chr. -
1
6/94 Patrick Connolly
Presiding Associate 5. Judith Hess - at Lrg. 6/94
Celeste Lemay, Clerk 6. Joseph Wilson - 4 6/94 PARKS AND RECREATION:
7. Grace Pomeroy - at Lrg. 6/95 1 . Peter Faiwell, Chr. 6/96
ADMINISTRATOR: 8. Cheryl Juneau - 5 6/95 2. Zane Stuart 6/94
Gerald Cottrell 9. Lowell Apple - 6 6/94 3. Timothy Mullen 6/94





John Temcheck - Contracted DIRECTOR: PLANNING BOARD:
Sandra M. Piper Chris Agrafiotis 1 . Sandra Sheidow 6/96
Harold Murray 2. Robert Young 6/94
BOARD OF APPEALS: 3. Merrill Johnson 6/94
1
. Roland Boisclair 6/96 FINANCE DEPARTMENT: 4. Kevin Sheppard 6/94
2. Robert Morin 6/94 Matthew Shevenell 5. Dick Marshall, Chr. 6/95
3. David Webster 6/95 Doris Lavigne 6. John Turbyne 6/95
4. Robert Teague 6/96 1-Alt. Dan Collins 6/95
5. Robert Livingston 6/97 FIRE CHIEF: 2-Alt. Frank Monterio 6/96
Raymond O'Brien 3-Alt. John Gryval 6/96
BUDGET COMMII 1 EE: Joe Wilson - T.C. Rep.
1 . Ronald Savoie 6/96 HEALTH OFFICER:
2. Wilma Stack 6/96 Darlene Rossignol POLICE CHIEF:
3. Saul Ellerin 6/96 James Oliver
4. Donald McLean 6/94 HIGHWAY/PUBLIC WORKS SUPERVISOR:
5. Linda Klienschmidt 6/94 James McColl POLICE COMMISSION
6. Brad Cate 6/94 1 . Jack Rueppel 6/96
7 Joanne McHugh 6/95 2. David Bernard 6/94














5. Rudy Campbell - Chr.
6. Bertrand Doyon
7. Jim Sullivan - T.C. Rep.
1-Alt. PaulTrudeau
2-Alt. Kathleen Northrup























Mary Campbell - Chr. 6/94
2. Janyce Demers 6/96








Susan St. Germain - Deputy
TRI-COUNTRY SOLID WASTE
COMMITTEE:
Lowell Apple, Policy Rep. 6/94
Charles Crocetti, Tech. Rep. 6/96
TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUND:
1 Carolyn Schroeder - Chr. 6/96
2. Alain Breault 6/94






ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT:
1. Mark Duvarney 6/96
2. Bil McDonald 6/96
3. Conrad Croteau 6/94
4. Ken Burgess 6/94
5. Jeanne Lyon 6/94
1 -Alt. Kathleen Porter 6/96
2-Alt. A. David Poisson 6/95
3-Alt. Rudy Campbell 6/95
OTHER TOWN DEPARTMENTS
CENTRAL WATER PRECINCT:





Dorothy Deschenes - Clk. 3/94
David L. Deschenes - Treas. 3/94
Carol Desilets - Mod. 3/94
VILLAGE WATER PRECINCT:
Roger Hebert 3/98
Leo Hebert - Chr. 3/95
Arthur Locke 3/96
Kenneth Fancher 3/97
Claire Forest - Mod. 3/94
Donna Amato - Clk. 3/94
Susan St. Germain - Trs. 3/94
SCHOOL BOARD:





David Hess - Mod. 6/94
Henry Roy - Trs. 6/94




The last year has, again, shown a downturn in the constrtidbn activity in Hooksett. The Economy of the entire region is most
evident in the construction Industry. Unfortunately, the entire State is suffering from the same symptoms. The numbers of good
families and jobs affected are reaching a really dismal level. As you drive our roadways, the vacant properties and "For Sale" signs
are increasing, almost daily.. I think that one of the largest property owners in Hooksett today is, unfortunately, the FDIC.
Anyway, on a little brighter note I can tell you that by the time you read this, the Lew Cummings Printing Company will be in
their new building. The newfacility is located in the Industrial Park and is a welcome addition to the Hooksett Family of Corporate
neighbors. We have seen NHD Hardware leave but be replaced by VIP Auto Parts. A couple of other tenant changes and the
addition of Don's Sport Center, Spago's Pizza and the new R & R Store have helped a little.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all those who have helped to make my job easier. The Town Hall Staff with their
patience and tolerance. Sandy, Doris and Liz for filling in during those lean times. A s|3ecial thanks and "Good Luck" to Michelle.
She left us to move on in her career, txjt gave me and the rest of the the Town, total dedication while here. A tip of the hat to the
Planning Board and ZBA for putting up with me. Mark Tetreault, who's invaluable assistance was always there and the entire Fire
Department and Police Department..., Thank You.
JUL Y 1. 1992 THRU JUNE 30. 1993
PERMITS FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION:
33 Single Family Residential 4 Commercial/Industrial
ADDITIONS AND ALTERATIONS: 146




CERTIFICATES OF OCCUPANCY 76






JULY 1,1992 -JUNE 30, 1993
The Cemetery Commission is pleased to report on their activities for the above stated period.
Work is still in progress updating the Cemetery listing of deaths, burial dates and other pertinent information. This has been
an interesting project as the commission has found that much of the old burial data has neverbeen entered on any of the Cemetery
records. Recently a complete inventory of burials in the riverside Cemetery (located on Rt. 3A) has been accomplished and is
being checked against the present records available to the Commission. About two thirds of Heads Cemetery Old Section has
been done and the commission expects to complete Heads Cemetery this summer. The Commission wishes to thank those who
have assisted in collecting this valuable information and Helen Tuttle for her hours of integrating the information into the computer.
Bruce Mayhew and the Highway Department continues to do an excellent job maintaining the grounds of the Cemeteries and
performing excavations for burials. You may have noted the new fence installed at Heads Cemetery by the Highway Department.
If not - take a look. A tremendous improvement.
A big thank-you goes to Amy O'Brien for generating and very professionally handling the issuance of Cemetery deeds and the
associated correspondence. Five new and two confirming deeds have been issued to date this year.
Single graves still sell for $300.00 each. Where else can you invest in Real Estate for such a low price. Anyone interested in
purchasing a final resting place may contact any of the commission Members who will be pleased to show you what is available
and explain the steps to follow to make a purchase.




C€NTRflL HOOKS6TT UJRr€R Pfi€CINa
The Central Hooksett Water Precinct's Annual Meeting of March 8, 1993 opened at 7:05 P.M. at Hooksett Library. There were
ten present, Mr. and Mrs. Page, Mrs. Desilets, Mr. & Mrs. Deschenes, Mr. Vigneau, Mr. Berry, Mr. Branch, Mrs. LeCroix and Mr.
LeClair.
Mrs. Desilets read the Warrant, one article at a time. The following actions were taken.
ARTICLE 1
To nominate a moderatorfor the ensuing year. Mrs. LeCroix nominated Mrs. Carol Desilets for Moderator for the ensuing year,
seconded by Mr. Berry. Mr. Page moved that nomination cease, and the clerk cast one ballot for Carol Desilets, Mr. Deschenes
seconded the motion and all present were in agreement.
ARTICLE 2
To nominate a clerk for the ensuing year. Mrs. Page nominated Dorothy Deschenes for clert< for the ensuing year. Mr. Page
seconded the motion. Mr. Page moved nominations cease, seconded by Mr. Branch and approved by those present. The
moderator cast one ballot for Dorothy Deschesnes for Cler1<.
ARTICLE 3
To nominate two water commissioners for ensuing three years. Mr. Branch nominated Mr. Greg Weir and Mr. McDonald as
commissioners for the ensuing three years, seconded by Mr. Berry. Mr. Page moved nominations cease, seconded by Mr.
Deschenes and approved by all present.
ARTICLE 4
To nominate a treasurer for the ensuing year. Mrs. Page nominated Anthony LeClair, Mr. Vigneau seconded the motion. Mr.
Page moved nominations cease, seconded by Mr. Deschenes and approved by those present.
The clert< cast a ballot with the following results:
Mrs. Desilets - Moderator - see above
Mrs. Deschenes - Clerk - see above
Mr. McDonald - Commissioner
Mr. Weir - Commissioner
Mr. LeClair - Treasurer
All nominees received unanimous votes.
ARTICLE 5
Mr. Page moved we accept article 5 as printed, Mr. Deschenes seconded the motion. The motion was passed unanimously
by those present.
ARTICLE 6
Mr. Deschenes moved to pass article 6 as printed, seconded by Mr. Vigneau. The motion was passed unanimously by all
present.
ARTICLE 7
Mr. Vigneau moved to pass article 7 as printed, motion seconded by Mr. Deschenes. All present voted unanimously to accept
artic'o 7.
ARTICLE 8
Mr. Berry made a motion to accept article 8 as written, Mrs. Page seconded the motion. The article passed unanimously by
those present.
ARTICLE 9
Mr. Deschenes moved to accept article 9 as written, Mr. Vigneau seconded the motion. All present voted unanimously to accept
article 9.
ARTICLE 10
Mr. Berry moved to accept the total of the budget approved by the Budget Committee, the balance being $301 ,800.00, (Three
hundred one thousand eight hundred dollars) Mr. Branch seconded the motion. The motion was unanimously passed by all
present.
ARTICLE 11
Mr. Branch moved to adjourn as there was no further business to transact. Mr. Deschenes seconded the motion and all present
agreed. Meeting closed at 7:18 p.m.
Dorothy P. Deschenes, Clerk - 32 -
WARRAKT
STATE OF MEW HAMPSHIRE
CENTRAL HOOKSETT WATER PRECINCT
1993 PRECINCT MEETING
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE CENTRAL HOOKSETT WATER PRECINCT IN
THE TOWN OF HOOKSETT AND COUNTY OF MERRIMACK IN SAID STATE
QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN SAID PRECINCT AFFAIRS:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Hooksett Library in
said Precinct on Monday, the 8th day of March, 1993, at seven
o'clock in the evening to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose two Water Commissioners for the ensuing three
years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To see if the Precinct will raise and appropriate the
sum of Ten Thousand ($10,000) Dollars for the CENTRAL
HOOKSETT WATER PRECINCT CAPITAL RESERVE FUND NUMBER 1 -
WATER STORAGE CAPITAL RESERVE FUND. (Recommended by
budget committee)
.
6. To see if the Precinct will raise and appropriate the
sum of Ten Thousand ($10,000) Dollars for the CENTRAL
HOOKSETT WATER PRECINCT CAPITAL RESERVR FUND NUMBER 2-
NEW CONSRUCTION AND CAPIT^iL IMPROVEMENTS CAPITAL
RESERVE FUND. (Recommended by budget committee)
.
7. To see if the Precinct will raise and appropriate the
sum of Three Thousand ($3,000) Dollars for the CENTRAL
HOOKSETT WATER PRECINCT CAPITAL RESERVE FUt^D NUMBER 4 -
STANDPIPE RELINING CAPITAL RESERVE FUND. (Recommended
by budget committee)
.
8. To see if the Precinct will authorize the Commissioners
to accept gifts, grants and bequests and to expend the
same for the legitimate purposes of the Precinct as
maybe specified by the donor provided that said
purposes shall not require the expenditure of other
Precinct funds and provided further that the
Commissioner shall hold a public hearing prior to
accepting the said funds.
9. To see if the Precinct will ratify and affirm as
ordinances and By-Laws adopted by the Commissioners
during the preceding year.
10. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to
defray Precinct expenses for the ensuing year and make
appropriations of the same.
11. To transact any other business that may legally come
before the meeting.
'-J
Given under our hands and seal this /o2_ ^j^y Qf
y.^:^. in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and ninety-
three.
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
CENTRAL HOOKSETT WATER PRECINCT
Bradley Gordon
-33-




,i^The undersigned certify that on the /(^ "^^^ °^
l^^iS/-- , 1993, we gave notice to the inhabitants within named to
meet at the time and place and for the purpose within mentioned
by posting an attested copy hereof at the place of meeting within
named and like attested copies at the Precinct office, 31 Martins
Ferry Road, Hooksett, New Hampshire, and at the Fred C. Underhill
School, Martins Ferry Road, Hooksett, New Hampshire, the said
Town and State, all being public places in the said Precinct.
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS














BUDGET FORM FOR VILLAGE DISTRICTS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED THE
PROVISIONS OF THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET LAW
and
REPORT OF APPROPRIATIONS ACTUALLY VOTED
[Combined Form]
DISTRIBUTION OF FORMS
1. BUDGET (RSA 21-J:34) One copy of the budget as approved & signed on page
3 to be forwarded to the Department of Revenue Administration by Chairman
of Budget Committee prior to annual or special meeting.
2. REPORT OF VOTE (RSA 21-J:34) One certified copy of budget with column 4
of appropriation section completed to be forwarded to the selectmen of
each town and to the Dept. of Revenue Administration within twenty days
of the annual or special meeting at which the vote was taken.
3. Please note that this form is intended for those governmental units which
have adopted the title "Village District" in accordance with RSA 52 and
also for "Precincts" which have adopted the provisions of RSA 52.
CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATIONS VOTED
(To be Completed after Meeting)
This is to certify that the information contained in Column 4,
Appropriations voted at District Meeting, was taken from^fficial records
and is complete to the best^of my kn^j^ledge and be.
Date: >5-/^-<0 ^^^^^9^ /^-//.^m^^^^ W^^W^
Commissioners' ^^L inission 'O^ / ^
Signatures in Ink / .y/^^Z/^P r?y..^n.^ ^L—
Village District of: Contral Hookcott Water rrccinot
In the Town of: Hooksp ht And County of: Morrimack
Mailing Address: r^pntral Hooksett Water Procinct
31 Martins Ferry Road
HnnkspttjNH 03106
Phone Number 603 6^^i ^6*^8 Date of Annual or Special
Meeting Harch S 1993
(Rev. 1992) -35- MC-^^
HS-33
19 93 Budget of Central Hooksptt Wat. pr Precinct
(Village District)
In the Tow of Hooksett NH 1
HS-33
















4194 General Governent Buildinq
4196 Insurance
4197 Advertising and Regional Associations






4299 Other Public Safety
HIGHWAYS AND STREETS
4312 Highways and Streets
4313 Bridqes
4316 Street Liqhtinq
4319 Other Hiahwav, Streets, and Bridqes
SANITATION
4323 Solid Waste Collection
4324 Solid Waste Disposal
4325 Solid Waste Clean-Up
-
4326 Seuaqe Collection and Disposal
4329 Other Sanitation




2i^'^/+00.00 Pii7^no,no 747, 4nn .n(





4520 Parks and Recreation
4589 Other Culture and Recreation
DEBT SERVICE
4711 Princ- Lonq Tera Bonds & Notes
4721 Int.- Lonq Tent Bonds & Notes
4723 Interest on TAN
CAPITAL OUTUY
4901 Land and Improvenents
4902 Machinery, Vehicles, & Equipment
4903 Buildings
^3i?00.00 23500.00 23,500.0(
INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
4913 To Capital Proiects Fund
4914 To Proprietary Fund
4915 To Capital Reserve Fund
p^nnn.nn pxnnn nn 23.000.0(























Int. a Pen. on Delinquent Taxes
FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
Other Federal Grants and Reinbursenents
FROM STATE





















INTHRFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN
From Capital Projects Fund
From Proprietary Fund
From Capital Reserve Fund
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES











Unreserved Fund Balance, if Known
Fund Balance Voted or to be Voted From Surplus
Fund Balance to be Retained, if Known




< $ xxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
TOTAL REVENUES 301,800.00 301800.00
AMOUNT TO BE RAISED BY DISTRICT TAXES
Total appropriations actually voted by Village District Meeting cannot exceed by nore than ten percent (lOZ) the total
appropriations as recomoended by Budget Committee (Coluem 2), less that part of any appropriation item which constitutes
fixed charges. Fixed charges shall include appropriations for : (1) Bonds, and all interest and principal payments thereon;
(2) Notes, except tax anticipation notes, and all interest and principal payments thereon; (3) Ma.Tdatory assessments inposed
on the district by the county, state, or federal governments; (4) Collective bargaining cost items.
BUDGET COMMITTEE:
(Please sign in ink)
r^^f.Aj^a.^)C^
7^m).ny\c^nA^ p













Central Hooksett Water Precinct
Village District
IN THE
rpoWN Hooksett j^ Merrimack COUNTY
FOR THE
Fiscal Year Ended December 31 , 199 2





This is to certify that the information contained in this report was
taken from official records and is complete and correct to the best of my
knowledge and belief. /^ t^/' / /
Date 4/?fi/Q^
^/-^-^^^-<y - U /
(Signatures of Village District Commissioners)
(Please sign in ink)
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
When completed, this form should be returned to the Department of
Revenue Administration. A copy should be used in preparing the annual
report for the voters and a copy should be retained.
Please note that this form is intended for those governmental units











LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY
Amount
1010 Cash and Equivalents
58,532.
2020 Warrants and Accounts Payable
9,0 54.
1030 Investments 2030 Compensated Absences Payable
1080 Taxes Receivable 2050 Contracts Payable
1150 Accounts Receivable 48,457. 2070 Due to other Governments
1260 Due From Other Governments 2080 Due to Other Funds
8,000.
1310 Due From Other Funds 2230 Notes Payable - Current
1400 Other Current Assets 2250 Bonds Payable - Current
Ciipital Reserve Funds ( Contra) 2270 Other Payables
Fund 1 Water Storage 194,757.
2310 Notes and Bonds Payable - Long Term
Fund 2 New Construct! 3^58,653. 2390 Other Long-Term Liabilities
Fund 3 Replace Mains 64,298. TOTAL LIABILITIES
Fund 4 Reline Standpi oes^ 23,039.
FUND EQUITY
1700 other Assets 2440 Reserve for Encumbrances
1810 Bond Proceeds Not Used 2490 Reserve for Special Purposes
480,747.






AND FUND EQUITY 587,736.
Note: Include in the SCHEDULE BELOW the value of all Village District Property - NOT in the Balance Sheet Above
Acct.# FIXED ASSET GROUP OF ACCOUNTS
1610 Land and Improvements
1620 Buildings 788,393.
1640 Machinery, Vehicles and Equipment 16,000.
1650 Construction in Progress






HS-35 GENERAL FUND MS-35






























































WATER DISTRIBUTION AND TREATMENT
Water Services 206,540.
Other
INTERFUNO OPERATING TRANSFERS IN












From Capital Reserve Fund
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
Proceeds Long-Term Notes/Bonds





Princ.-Long Term Bonds & Notes














INTERFUNO OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
To Capital Projects Fund
To Proprietary Fund







SCHEDULE OF LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
As of December 31, 19
1 Long Term Bonds/Notes Outstanding









2 Total Long Term Bonds/Notes Outstanding
December 31, 199_ *****
(1) The amount of outstanding long term indebtedness must be reported
as of the end of the Village District Fiscal Year.
(2) Use the code: "S" for Sewer Bonds
"W" for Water Bonds
"G" for General Purpose Bonds
RECONCILIATION OF OUTSTANDING LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
\r
1. Outstanding Debt - December 31, 19 ******
2. New Debt Created During Fiscal Year ****** ******
a) Long Term Notes Issued ******
b) Bonds Issued ******
3. Total (Lines 2a and 2b) ******
4. Total (Lines 1 and 3) ******
5. Debt Retirement During Fiscal Year ****** ******
a) Long Term Notes Paid ******
b) Bonds Paid ******
6. Total (Lines 5a and 5b) ******
7. Outstanding Debt - December 31, 19
(Line 4 less Line 6)
******
When to File: (RSA 21-J:34)
This report must be filed on or before April 1st.
Where to File:
Department of Revenue Administration, Municipal Services Division
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Plodzik & Sanderson Professional Association
193 North Main Street Concord, N.H. 03301 (603) 225-6996
mDEPEKDEUT AUDITOR'S REPORT OH FIVAUCIAL PRESENTATION
To the Members of
the Board of Water Commissioners
Central Hooksett Water Precinct
Hooksett, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements and the
combining fund financial statements of the Central Hooksett Water Precinct as of
and for the year ended December 31, 1991, as listed in the table of contents.
These financial statements are the responsibility of the Precinct's management.
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based
on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting
the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes
assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation.
We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
As described in Note IE, the general purpose financial statements referred to
above do not include the General Fixed Assets Account Group, which should be
included to conform with generally accepted accounting principles. The amount
that should be recorded in the General Fixed Assets Account Group is not known.
In our opinion, except that omission of the General Fixed Assets Account Group
results in an incomplete presentation, as explained in the above paragraph, the
general purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of the Central Hooksett Water Precinct
as of December 31, 1991, and the results of its operations for the year then
ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles. Also, in our
opinion, the combining fund financial statements referred to above present
fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of each of the
individual funds of the Precinct as of December 31, 1991, and the results of









Belknap-Merrimack Community Action Program
Service Description Units of Service
COMMODITY SUPPLEMENTAL FOOD PROGRAM 284 Packages
is a nutrition program that offers participants free
nutritious foods to supplement tfieir daily diet. Thie
program serves children under six years of age,
women during pregnancy and up to 12 months
after the birth of their baby. Food is distributed
from our Concord warehouse. Value $45.00 per
unit. *(An individual may not be enrolled in both
the WIC Program and CSFP but a family may





CONGREGATE MEALS - All senior citizens
are welcome to our congregate meal sites
for nutritious hot meals, social/recreational
activities, and special events.
Value - $5.40 per meal.
EMERGENCY FOOD PANTRIES provide up
to three days of food for people facing temporary
food crisis. Value $3.00 per meal.
FAMILY PLANNING provides confidential,
comprehensive gynecological care, including
complete medical examinations, breast exams,
pap smears, pregnancy testing, birth control and
counseling. Value $50.00 per person.
FUEL ASSISTANCE is available to
income eligible households to help with energy
costs during the prime heating season. Priority is
given to the elderly and disabled. The average
benefit for the 91 -92 program was $41 4.28.
MEALS-ON-WHEELS - Provides the delivery
of nutritionally balanced hot meals to
homebound elderly or adult residents five
days per week. Value - $5.50 per meal.
SENIOR COMPANION PROGRAM - Provides
friendly visiting and respite services
for homebound elderly. Income eligible
seniors (6O-1-) serve as companions. Value
to companions include mileage, weekly stipend
($4.00 per unit). Value to visits is compared to
similar private sector services ($5.00 per unit/hour).


















WEATHERIZATION - Improves the energy 7 Homes 16 Persons $15,869.00
efficiency of income eligible households.
Supplemental Program also includes furnace
replacement, water heater replacement and
roof repair. Value includes material and
labor costs. $2,267.
WOMEN, INFANTS AND CHILDREN - Provides 593 Vouchers 82 Persons $22,830.50
specific foods to supplement daily diet of
pregnant or nursing women as well as children
under 5. Participants receive medical/
nutritional screening, counseling and
education. Value includes cost of vouchers
and clinical services at $38.50/unit.
Service Description Units of Service Househoids/Persons Total Value
USDA COMMODITY FOODS distributes federal
surplus foods to income eligible people through
scheduled mass distributions. Values are:
Applesauce $.37 per unit 172
Beef $2.80




Green Beans $.29 300
















HELPING HAND FUND awarded grants up to
$1 ,000 to people confronted by emergency situations
directly related to the State's economic downturn 1 Household 3 Persons $1 ,000.00
GRAND TOTAL GRAND TOTAL $167,199.95
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL -- CAP provides
utility, landlord/tenant, legal and health counseling as
well as referrals for housing, transportation and other life




The Conservation Commission held regular monthly meetings through the year as well as holding several special meetings
required for commission wor1<shops and for challenging wetland issues and problems.
Dominating this years work was negotiating repairs to the dam at Dube's Pond, concluding three years work on our new
wetlands conservation overlay district zoning ordinance, and the contract to have Hooksetts "prime wetlands" designated.
1 993 tumed out to be a landmark year forthe Conservation Commission. As the "great debate" about our new wetland overlay
district was coming to a conclusion, it was evident that we needed an inventory of our most valuable natural resources. Resource
Sciences, Inc. was contracted in March of 1992 for this purpose.
The process start to finish, took up most of the past year. Planning, mapping, and doing on site evaluations. These evaluations
were accomplished in teams. Fourteen specific values from water quality to historical site potential were recorded and
documented. The educational value cannot be measured and we thank Nancy Rendall and Brenda Bradley for a job well done.
The information gathered and recorded will be the basis for all future plans and decisions. This wor1< gave life to all of our natural
resources, from their beginnings, to their concluded values and functions.
The Conservation Commission also set up an associate membership for those who wish to participate in various projects or
assignments. The membership is designed to include those persons interested in what the Conservation Commission is doing
and would like to volunteer for special projects. Anyone interested should contact the Town Hall.
For 1 993/1 994 the Commission will be defining conservation goals and objectives. We will set immediate priorities and develop
a plan to accomplish the goals we set.
Last we all wish to thank the Voters of Hooksett for giving us the tools we need to go forward. The Commission submitted three










Janice Kenney, T.C. Representative
Dan Collins, P.B. Representative
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1 992 was another busy year for the Hooksett Fire Department. A total of 1 052 calls were answered, slightly up from the previous
year. 588 calls were in the day and 464 calls were at night. There were a total of 18 stmcture fires, the rrrast damaging occurring
in January, 92 at Rolands Mobile Homes on Hooksett Road. Assessed values of buildings involved in the fires was $1 ,448,025
with a total loss of $11 1 ,050.
At this writing, plans are rapidly falling into place for the replacement of the Village Station with a new larger, more efficient and
rrwdern facility. This will now allow us to house personnel in the north end 24 hours a day, certainly improving night time protection
in that part of town.
Contract negotiations with the firefighter's local have come to finalization after almost three (3) years of negotiations.
Beside the training given by the department, several firefighters attended outside training on their own and I commend them.
Your fire department is here to serve you and I invite all citizens to stop at either station anytime. A reminder that a permit is






The Highway Department consists of 1 7full time employees and a secretary underthe direction of the Public Works Supervisor.
We have organized the department into four divisions: Highway Maintenance, Rubbish Collection, Cemetery Maintenance and
Parks Maintenance.
General responsibilities of the Department include:
• Construction, reconstruction, and maintenance of roads.
• Roadside maintenance (mowing, brush, tree trimming and cutting).
• Winter maintenance of roads (salting, sanding and snow plowing).
• Winter maintenance of:
School drives and parking areas
Town Hall
Library
Fire Stations parking areas
• Rubbish collection.
• Cemetery maintenance (mowing and trimming).
• Parks and Recreational field maintenance.
Major road projects initiated during the fiscal year included:
Reconstruction of Roads:
Goffstown Road - Design and layout
Martins Ferry Road - Bridge repair
Castle Drive - Town section
E. Auburn Road - Intersection with Rt. 28 Bypass
Repair and resurfacing of roads:
Martins Ferry Road - (Section)
Goffstown Road consists of upgrading an existing gravel road to an asphalt paved surface. The R.O.W. limits are narrow
making construction more difficult but the road setting was considered important and should not be substantially changed. Funds
from this project are being redirected to the Martins Ferry Bridge which will substantially cut back on the length of the project to
be constructed until there is new funding.
Martins Ferry Bridge/Culvert - A section of the superstructure failed due to the freezing and thawing cycles over many years.
A hole developed in the bridge deck in late Winter 1993 and it was determined to replace the deck with a new precast and
prestressed concrete deck. This will permit traffic to use the bridge directly following the replacement. An alternate layout to the
entire intersection was considered but abandoned due to the lack of sufficient funds.
E. Auburn Road - A layout of a revised intersection is complete and in discussion with NH DOT. The new layout will lessen
the grade at the intersection, improve sight distance, and provide improved turning to and from Route 28 Bypass.
Castle Drive - Approximately 1 1 00 lin. ft. of Castle Drive from Mammoth Road to the new subdivision was replaced. Costs for
the upgrade were paid by the developer.
The Road Surface Management System (RSMS) is operational. The system provides for a systematic analysis of road surface
conditions for each road in the town of Hooksett. We have utilized RSMS in estimating budgetary requirements, prioritizing road
repairs and projecting long range financial considerations. It was intended to upgrade the program by adding additional features
that would enhance the program in this fiscal year. Additionally sidewalks were to be added to monitor and schedule repairs on
a comprehensive basis. Our schedules and the projects we are working on has delayed us from committing the time required
to accomplish these tasks.
Our Municipal Equipment Management System (MEMS) is complete and operating. The program is a management tool which
provides an effective means of scheduling maintenance and repairs, developing detailed records of equipment and vehicles,
including operational costs. We have initiated performing equipment repair work for the Fire department and are discussing
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expansion of the program to additional departments.
Rubbish collection is performed on a daily basis during the normal work week throughout the year. Additionally, we have
instituted a Spring and Fall pick up of yard materials, which has been well received.
Maintenance of cemeteries is a demanding assignment, particularly during the early Spring and summer months. The
Cemetery Commission established Rules and Regulations for the town of Hooksett cemeteries effective 1 2/1 2/90, and works






The Hooksett Historical Society continues to meet 4-5 times yearly - sometimes in the Historical Building adjacent to the town
hall and sometimes in the function room of the public library. We extend our thanks to the library staff for their cooperation with
us. We plan on assisting them with one of their programs celebrating their 100th anniversary.
This past yearwe held our annual yard andfood sale on the lawn of the public library. This event is ouryearly fund raiser- netting
us about $200.00. The Historical Society is self-supporting. Its members pay $3.00 yearly in dues or$5.00 forfamily memberships.
The Historical Society donated $50.00 to the Playground project.
At the annual dinner meeting held at the American Legion Hall on October 22, 52 members and friends enjoyed a delicious
buffet-styledinner and were entertained by BillO'NeilofDeerfieldwhopresentedaprogramof old time stories and poems. Officers
for 1993 who were installed at that time were: President, Alpha Chevrette; Vice-President, Grace Pomeroy; Treasurer, Dorothy
Robie; Secretary, Evelyn Howe.
Meetings are always open to the public and anyone interested is invited to attend. We are glad to accept photos - old or new,





The Hooksett Senior Citizen Group, The Hooksett-ites, wish to express their thanks to the citizens of Hooksett for the funds
allocated to the group. They believe that the citizens should know how these funds are expended . I n 1 989 the Hooksetl-ites began
the practice of signing an agreement with the Town which outlined specific tasks that would be performed in the use of these funds.
In 1991 this agreement was made permanent. The way these actions were to be completed is outlined here.
This Agreement, is effective on the 1 st day of January, 1 991 , by and between the Senior Citizen Group known as The Hooksett-
ites, of Hooksett, N.H, and the Town of Hooksett, N.H.
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS AGREED AS FOLLOWS:
1
.
That any citizen of the Town of Hooksett, N.H. 55 years of age or older is eligible to become a member of the organization.
2. That membership is limited only to residents with the exception that any non-resident members wfx) were members prior
to January 1 , 1983 shall be considered as members.
3. Membership shall be achieved by any citizen, 55 years of age or older, attending 4 meetings and participating in the events
sponsored by the Hooksett-ites.
4. That effective the date of this agreement, the Hooksett-ites shall render service to the Town of Hooksett, N.H. by performing
the following:
A. Sponsor a "Golden Age" luncheon to which all senior citizens who are residents of Hooksett, N.H. and are over 80 years
shall be invited. - 1 80 invitations were sent to each name on the list. 1 26 Hooksett-ites and representatives from the town attended
the party to honor the 39 residents who were over 80 years old.
B. Sponsor a Christmas Party to which all members of the Hooksett-ites are invited. - 91 Hooksett-ites attended this party held
at the Puritan Banquet hall in December.
C. Remember all shut-ins and disabled senior citizens who are, or were residents of Hooksett, N.H. at the time they became
incapacitated, by delivering plants and by sending cards and letters. - 30 plants were delivered to shut-ins for Christmas. In
addition members who were ill or hospitalized were remembered by flowers or fmit.
D. Provide for picnic outings twice during the year (spring and fall) to which all members are invited. - The June 1993 picnic
included an invitation to the members of the Granite State Senior Citizens, who contributed to the cost of the festivities. 67
members of both organizations attended. 55 members attended the September 1992 picnic.
E. Arrange for transportation for those members who wish to participate in daily bus trips to various locations of interest to the
members. The members of the organization felt that asking the organization to fund the full transportation was excessive and
now those who participate in these day trips pay for their meals and entertainment and contribute halt of the transportation cost.
F. Provide a place of meeting. This is accomplished through the help of the American Legion, Post 37. Meetings are held every
Friday at 10:0 AM with anywhere from 65 to 80 attendees.
G. Provide those other services to the senior citizens of the Town of Hooksett, N.H. of which they are capable.
The members of the Hooksett-iteswho call themselves Hooksett-ites Happy Helpers, chaired by Bemadette Chevrette, have
far exceeded any expectations of what they could accomplish. Sales of excess clothing have exceeded $1 0,000. Expenditures
have included donations to the Welfare Officer for the food bank, the purchase of a freezer and refrigerator to provide storage
for surplus foods from federal programs and $3,000 for Christmas Baskets plus additional funds to the Welfare Officer as needed
but not eligible under welfare guidelines. These expenditures represent a lot of 5, 10, 25 and 50 cent sales of clothing.
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Allocation of the funds received in July 1992 was as follows:
Rent of Hall $1435.00
Golden Age Luncheon 598.04
Christmas Party 512.94
Sunshine (Fruit & Flowers) 281.84
Bear Brook Picnic 203.14
Transportation 469.04
Total 7/1/92 to 7/1/93 $3,500.00
Ray F. Langer, President
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HOOKS61T PUBLIC LIBRnRV
TOTAL BOOKS: 1 2-31 -91 24,008
Purchases and Gifts: 3,951




Magazines, Videos, Cassettes: 8,516
TOTAL CIRCULATION: 53,123
Interlibrary Loan Received: 500
Interlibrary Loan Provided: 299
HOOKSETT LIBRARY STAFF:
Frances Hebert, Librarian
Patricia Cate, Assistant to the Librarian
Arthur J. Locke, Library Tech.
Cathehne Felch, Circulation Desk




Monday thru Thursday, 10 A.M. - 8 P.M.
Friday 10 A.M. -5 P.M.
Satruday 10A.M.-3P.M.




1993 is a very important year for the Hooksett Public Library - We're celebrating our 100th Anniversary. Come in and join the
celebration! Watch for programs sponsored by the library and by the Friends of the Library.
We conducted a library survey this past year. Not only didwe hand out surveys to library patrons but we also handed out surveys
at the November presidential election because we wanted to captu re information from peoplewho did not cu rrently use the library.
The returns were overwhelming! Almost six hundred Hooksett residents responded and we feel the information is a fair
representation of the Town. The information we received is being used to meet your needs tx)th in the types of materials we
purchase and in the hours we stay open. Please accept our sincere thanks for taking the time to help us understand your library
needs.
The Friends Program has been very active and there are currently over 40 memberships. They purchased a Currier Gallery
Art pass for Hooksett residents to use. We also have passes to the Christa McAuliffe Planetarium in Concord. For more information
about the Friends, please call the library.
The three Hooksett schools and the Hooksett Youth Academy raised money during "Adopt-a-Book" week to purchase a
collection of books to celebrate the library's 1 00th year. Book plates were put in each book with the school's name. If any resident
would like to "Adopt a Book", please call the library for details.
Patricia Roy replaced Edie Cummings, who is now librarian in Auburn, N.H. and Deborah Lohner replaced Betty Mae Parnel
as Children's Programmer.
As in past years, our circulation has continued to grow in leaps and bounds. This past year, we have increased by over 20%
and in the past five years, we experienced a 60% increase. The economy is the catalyst for increased library use, but we also
assume it's because we offer a service to the Town.
The librarians still deliver books to shut-ins and to Hooksett-ite meetings on a regular basis. More and more of you are taking
advantage of our convenient community room. Please consider having your function here. Just call the library for details.
Nancy Barrett was re-elected this year and will serve three years as library trustee. The other trustees are Mary Fanwell,
Treasurer and Sonia Ascher Attalla, Chairperson. We hold trustee meetings the second Tuesday of each month at 6:45 P.M. at
the library. Please feel free to join us. If you have suggestions for the library, just contact any trustee and we will bring your
suggestions to a board meeting.
Again, our heartfelt thanks go to those of you who have so kindly volunteered at the library this past year. Even though it is
impossible to mention all of you by name here in this column (we would take up pages!), we would like to give special mention
to Douglas Desilets for all the odd jobs he has performed. Also, thank you Janet and James McAndrew for all your help. Lorraine
Lynch continues to astound us with her originality in the beautiful sweaters she creates. The children's sweaters she knits are
raffled and the money raised is used to purchase winter clothing for Hooksett's children in need. Thank you, Lorraine, for your
dedication and kindness.
In closing, if we could send any message to you, it is to get to know your library. We are a valuable resource to the Town and









JULY 1992 --JUNE 1993











BALANCE ON HAND AS OF 6-30-92 62,651 .50
RECEIPTS/REVENUE:





Book & Bake Sale 922.79
TOTAL RECEIPTS $157,634.11
















TOTAL EXPENDITURES -1 51 ,01 1 .99
BALANCE ON HAND AS OF JUNE 30, 1993 $69,273.62
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HOOKS6TT VILLRG6 UURfgR PR6CINCT
MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL PRECINCT MEETING
MARCH 20, 1993
The annual meeting of the Hooksett Village Water Precinct was held at the Precinct Building this date at 4:00 P.M. The polls
were open from 2:00 to 4:00 P.M. Moderator Claire Forest called the meeting to order, read the Warrant, and reported the results
of the voting as follows:
ARTICLE 1 :
To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
Elected for Moderator for 1 Year Claire Forest
ARTICLE 2:
To Choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
Elected for Clerk for 1 Year Donna Amato
ARTICLE 3:
To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
Elected for Treasurer for 1 Year Susan St. Germain
ARTICLE 4:
To choose a Commissioner for the ensuing five years.
Elected for Commissioner for 5 Years Roger Hebert
A total of 14 ballots were cast. Roger Hebert was sworn in by Claire Forest as the new Commissioner.
ARTICLES:
To see if the Precinct will vote to authorize the Board of Water Commissioners to borrow money in anticipation of the 1 993 taxes
and water rents, to be repaid therefrom.
Commissioner R. Hebert motioned to accept Article; Commissioner Fancher seconded; passed unanimously.
ARTICLE 6:
To see if the Precinct will vote to authorize the Board of Water Commissioners to accept gifts, grants and bequests; and to
expend the same for such legitimate purposes of the Precinct as may be specified by the donor. Such gifts, grants or bequests
shall provide that said purpose will not require the expenditureof additional Precinct funds;andforsuchotherterms and conditions
as the Board of Water Commissioners shall approve.
Commissioner Fancher motioned to accept Article; Commissioner L. Hebert seconded; passed unanimously.
ARTICLE 7:
To see if the Precinct will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund, underthe provisions of RSA35, forthe purpose of funding
the inspection, repair and maintenance of the existing water storage tank and to be known as the Water Tank Maintenance Fund
and to designate the Board of Water Commissioners of the Hooksett Village Water Precinct as the agent to expend such funds
for the said purposes.
Commissioner R. Hebert motioned to accept Article; Commissioner Fancher seconded; passed unanimously.
ARTICLE 8:
To see if the Precinct will vote to appropriate from the Precinct's surplus funds, the sum of Forty Thousand Dollars ($40,000.00)
into the Water Tank Maintenance Fund as established by Article 7, supra.
Commissioner R. Hebert motioned to accept Article; Commissioner Fancher seconded; passed unanimously.
ARTICLE 9:
To see if the Precinct will vote to appropriate, from the Precinct's surplus funds, the sum of Twenty Thousand Dollars
($20,000.00) into the Tank Fund, as established by Article 8 of the 1990 Warrant.
Commissioner Fancher motbned to accept Article; Commissioner R. Hebert seconded; passed unanimously.
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ARTICLE 10:
To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray Precinct cfiarges for the ensuing year and make appropriates
of the same.
C. Janosz motioned to accept Article; S. St. Germain seconded; passed unanimously.
ARTICLE 11:
To transact any other business that may legally come before said Meeting.
Commissioner L. Hebert motioned to accept Article; Commissioner Fancher seconded; passed unanimously.
Commissioner Fancher motioned to accept the Budget Committee approved Total Appropriation/Expenditures ($154,700.00);
Commissioner L. Hebert seconded; passed unanimously.
There was no discussion on any of the articles and no amendments.










P O. Box 1 54
SUNCOOK. NH 03275
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE HOOKSETT VILLAGE WATER PRECINCT
IN THE TOWN OF HOOKSETT AND COUNTY OF MERRIMACK IN SAID
STATE QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN SAID PRECINCT AFFAIRS:
You are notified hereby to meet at the Precinct
Building in said Precinct on Saturday, the 20th
day of March, next, at two o'clock in the
afternoon to act upon the following subjects:
-
1. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
4. To choose a Commissioner for the ensuing five years.
5. To see if the Precinct will vote to authorize the Board
of Water Commissioners to borrow money in anticipation
of the 1993 taxes and water rents, to be repaid
therefrom.
6. To see if the Precinct will vote to authorize the Board
of Water Commissioners to accept gifts, grants and
bequests; and to expend the same for such legitimate
purposes of the Precinct as may be specified by the
donor. Such gifts, grants or bequests shall provide
that said purpose will not require the expenditure of
additional Precinct funds; and for such other terms and
conditions as the Board of Water Commissioners shall
approve
.
7. To see if the Precinct will vote to establish a Capital
Reserve Fund, under the provisions of RSA 35, for the
purpose of funding the inspection, repair and
maintenance of the existing water storage tank and to
be known as the Water Tank Maintenance Fund and to
designate the Board of Water Commissioners of the
Hooksett Village Water Precinct as the agent to expend
such funds for the said purposes.
(THIS ARTICLE IS APPROVED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE)
8. To see if the Precinct will vote to appropriate, from
the Precinct's surplus funds, the sum of Forty Thousand
Dollars ($40,000.00) into the Water Tank Maintenance
Fund as established by Article 7, supra.
(THIS ARTICLE IS APPROVED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE)
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9. To See if the Precinct will vote to appropriate, from
the Precinct's surplus funds, the sum of Twenty
Thousand Dollars ($20,000.00) into the Tank Fund, as
established by Article 8 of the 1990 Warrant.
(THIS ARTICLE IS APPROVED BY THE BUDGET COMMITTEE)
10. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to
defray Precinct charges for the ensuing year and ma)<e
appropriations of the same.
11. To transact any other business that may legally come
before said Meeting.
THE POLLS WILL CLOSE AT 4 P. M., AT WHICH TIME THE
WARRANT WILL BE READ.
Given under our hands and seal this /ji^,^^ day of March,
in the year of our Lord, Nineteen Hundred and
Ninety-Three.
-42. i^/^.A^^J^
3y-^^^-'^/ \) /?? '-g•
../'-—
L ICU^
//v^//^y ^. /A^. .:.-
Board of Water Commissioners
HooJcsett Village Water Precinct










Board of Water Commissioners
Hooksett Village Water Precinct
We certify that we gave notice to the inhabitants within
named, to meet at the time and place and for the purpose
within named, by posting up an attested copy of the within
Warrant at the place of. Meeting within najned and a like.^
.
attested copy at Noz-M^4jJCt^ T/ru^n^- a4>c^ ~'/<'c-€'-<.'-^ C^uTCx^




Board of Water Commissioners














BUDGET FORM FOR VILLAGE DISTRICTS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED THE
PROVISIONS OF THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET. LAW
and
REPORT OF APPROPRIATIONS ACTUALLY VOTED
[Combined Form]
DISTRIBUTION OF FORMS
1. BUDGET (RSA 21-J:34) One copy of the budget as approved & signed on page
3 to be forwarded to the Department of Revenue Administration by Chairman
of Budget Committee prior to annual or special meeting.
2. REPORT OF VOTE (RSA 21-J:34) One certified copy of budget with column 4
of appropriation section completed to be forwarded to the selectmen of
each town and to the Dept. of Revenue Administration within twenty days
of the annual or special meeting at which the vote was -taken.
3. Please note that this form is intended for those governmental units which
have adopted the title "Village District" in accordance with RSA 52 and
also for "Precincts" which have adopted the provisions of RSA 52.
CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATIONS VOTED
(To be Completed after Meeting)
This is to certify that the information contained in Column 4,
Appropriations voted at District Meeting, was taken from official records
and is complete to the best of my knowledge and belief.








In the Town of: Hooksett
Mailing AddresF.
:
Hooksett Village Water Precinct
And County of: Merrimack
2 Main Street
Hooksett, N. H. 03101




19 93 Budget of
In the Town of
MS-33
Hooksett Village Water Precinct
(Village District)


















A194 General Goverment Buildinq
A196 Insurance
A197 Advertising and Regional Associations






4299 Other Public Safety
HIGHWAYS AND STREETS
4312 Highways and Streets
4313 Bridges
4316 Street Lighting
4319 Other Highway, Streets, and Bridges
SANITATION
4323 Solid Waste Collection
4324 Solid Waste Disposal
4325 Solid Waste Clean-Up
4326 Sewage Collection and Disposal
4329 Other Sanitation
WATER DISTRIBUTION AND TREATMENT
4332 Water Services l»7.1t01„ 1+7,1+01» i*7,i401.
4335 Water Treatment





4520 Parks and Recreation
4589 Other Culture and Recreation
DEBT SERVICE
4711 Princ- Long Term Bonds S Notes
4721 Int.- Long Tern Bonds S Notes 1, 1. 1.
4723 Interest on TAN
CAPITAL OUTUY
4901 Land and Improvenents
4902 Machinery, Vehicles, & Equipnent
4903 Buildings
INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
4913 To Capital Proiect* Fund
4914 To Proprietary Fund
4915 To Capital Re»erve Fund
'






























Int. & Pen. on Delinquent Taxes
FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
Other Federal Grants and Reiirixirteaants -
FROM STATE

















INTERFUNO OPERATING TRANSFERS IN
From Capital Projects Fund
from Proprietary Fund
From Capital Reserve Fund
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
393A Proceeds From Long-Term Notes S Bonds
FUND BAUNCE
Unreserved Fund Balance, if Known
Fund Balance Voted or to be Voted From Surplus
Fund Balance to be Retained, if Known





< » 80,000. >
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
< $ (•1.838 > xxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
TOTAL REVENUES lit6,55ru
AMOUNT TO BE RAISED BY DISTRICT TAXES
Total appropriations actually voted by Village District Meeting cannot exceed by more than ten percent (10%) the total
appropriations as recommended by Budget Coraroittee (Column 2), less that part of any appropriation item which constitutes
fixed charges. Fixed charges shall include appropriations for : (1) Bonds, and all interest and principal payments thereon;
(2) Notes, except tax anticipation notes, and all interest and principal payments thereon; (3) Mandatory assessments imposed






















TOWN l\])Olselt IN N\m((t\(LcK
FOR THE
Fiscal Year Ended l^imW ji, \^^^
COUNTY




This is to certify that the information contained in this report was
taken from official records and is complete and correct to the best of my
knowledge and belief.
Date
(Signatures of Village District Commissioners)
(Please sign in ink)
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
When completed, this form should be returned to the Department of
Revenue Administration. A copy should be used in preparing the annual
report for the voters and a copy should be retained.
Please note that this form is intended for those governmental units






LIABIUTIES AND FUND EQUITY
1010 Cash and EquiuaLtnts m^ i^h 2020 Accocnts Payable a.^OT
1050 Xnvestaents ^.5b5 2030 Coap«ns«ted Absences Pa/able
1060 Taxes Receivable (Unincorp. Places) 2050 Contracts Payable
1081 hunicipal Asse&suents Receivable 207D Due to Other Govemoents U3.
1110 Tax Liens Receivable 2080 Due to Other Funds I.I^H
1150 Accoirts Receivable 7230 Notes Payable - Current
1260 Due Froa Other Govemaents 3S 2250 Bonds Payable - Current
1310 Due Fpo« Other Funds 2270 Other Payables
1410 Inventory
1430 Prepaid Itens
II wo ^oir ftnH RtcnUdile If.aitfl
TOTAL LIABILITIES
H,b^3
1151 tKk(ed (letov'dtolc liD^
FUND EQUITY
17D0 Other Assets 2440- Reserve for Encuotrances
2490 Reserve for Special Purposes
2530 Unreserved Fund Balance mAbi^
« I53,^H
TOTAL FUND EQUITY m.%\^
TOTAL ASSnS TOTAL LIABILITIES
AND FUND EQUITY ^ 155, 5n
Include in the SCHEDULES BELOU the value of all Village District Property I Long-Tern Debt NOT in the Balance Sheet Above.
Acct.# FIXED ASSET GROUP OF ACCOUNTS Acct. t LONG-TERM DEBT GROUP OF ACCOUNTS
1610 Ijnl and J^provenents 1810 Bond Proceeds Not Used
1620 Buildings 1820 Aat. for Retireeent of LT Debt
1640 Machinery, Vehicles and Equipaent 2310 Notes and Bonds Payable, Long-Tera
1650 Construction in Progress 2390 Other Long-Tera Liabilities
1660 liprovenents Other Then Buildings
TOITAL t TOTAL S
llS-35
69-
HS-35 GENERAL FUND MS-35





















































Uater Supply System Charges
Sewer User Charges
Garbaqe-Refuse Charges
Other CharqesSlV. of Vk\fter4\ ^flfltr
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
Sale of Village District Property_
Interest on Investments
Other
INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN
From Capital Proiects Fund
From Proprietary Fund





























Princ.-Long Term Bonds & Notes















INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
To Capital Proiects Fund
To Proprietary Fund







SCHEDULE OF LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
As of December 31, 19
1 Long Term Bonds/Notes Outstanding









2 Total Long Term Bonds/Notes Outstanding
December 31, 199_ *****
(1) The. amount of outstanding long term indebtedness must be reported
as of the end of the Village District Fiscal Year.
(2) Use the code; "S" for Sewer Bonds
"W" for Water Bonds
"G" for General Purpose Bonds
RECONCILIATION OF OUTSTANDING LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
1. Outstanding Debt - December 31, 19 ******
2. New Debt Created During Fiscal Year ****** ******
a) Long Term Notes Issued ******
b) Bonds Issued ******
3. Total (Lines 2a and 2b) ******
4. Total (Lines 1 and 3) ******
5. Debt Retirement During Fiscal Year ****** ******
a) Long Term Notes Paid ******
b) Bonds Paid ******
6. Total (Lines 5a and 5b) ******
7. Outstanding Debt - December 31, 19
(Line 4 less Line 6)
******
When to File: (RSA 21-J:34)
This report must be filed on or before April 1st.
Where to File:
Department of Revenue Administration, Municipal Services Division
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Plodzik & Sanderson Professional Association
193 North Main Street Concord. N.H. 03301 (603) 225-6996
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S OPINION ON FINANCIAL PRESENTATION
To the Members of
the Board of Commissioners
Hooksett Village Water Precinct
Hooksett, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the Hooksett
Village Water Precinct as of and for the year ended December 31, 1992, as listed in
the table of contents. These general purpose financial statements are the
responsibility of the Precinct's management. Our responsibility is to express an
opinion on these general purpose financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the general purpose l^inancial statements are free of material
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the
amounts and disclosures in the general purpose financial statements. An audit also
includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall general purpose financial statement
presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
As described in Note IB, the general purpose financial statements referred to above
do not include the General Fixed Assets Account Group, which should be included to
conform with generally accepted accounting principles. The amount that should be
recorded in the General Fixed Assets Account Group is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the omission
described in the preceding paragraph, the general purpose financial statement referred
to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the
Hooksett Village Water Precinct as of December 31, 1992, and the results of its
operations for the year then ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose
financial statements taken as a whole. The individual fund financial statement listed
in the table of contents is presented for purposes of additional analysis and is not
a required part of the general purpose financial statements of the Hooksett Village
Water Precinct. Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures
applied in the audit of the general purpose financial statements and, in our opinion,
is fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the general purpose
financial statements taken as a whole.
April 7, 1993 ^
-77-
HUMAN S€RVIC€S
General assistance is the basic, non-specific, non-categorical type of municipal assistance duty, which is a descendent of the
first "poor law" passed in England in 1601 . The municipality's basic duty is set forth in RSA 165:1 , a one-sentence duty which
has remained virtually unchanged for nearly 400 years;
"Whenever a person in any town is poor and unable to support themselves, they shall be relieved and maintained by the
overseers of public welfare of such town, whether or not she/he has a residence there..."
The municipality's duty to "relieve and maintain" is not necessarily only a financial duty.
General assistance guidelines must be varied and adjustable in special circumstances and must be fluid and flexible in order
to fulfill this statutory duty. Even the hours of operation must be kept flexible in order to resolve situations timely, efficiently, and
effectively.
Flexibility, discretion of interpretation, reasonability, common sense, logic, confidentiality and creativity are cornerstones to a
successful program.
General assistance is made up of TEMPORARY GENERAL AID AND MEDICAL (a short term assistance program);
INTERMEDIATE GENERAL AID AND MEDICAL (a temporary short to long term assistance program, not to be confused with
an ongoing monthly maintenance program such as the food stamp program and to be used only as the last resort until an applicant/
household become eligible for long term assistance programs administered by the State or Federal government); and
EMERGENCY GENERAL AID AND MEDICAL (an immediate short term assistance program).
I am pleased to announce that approximately $40,000.00 is being returned to the general fund from the Human Services
Department.
Sincerely,
Lon A. Tatro, Welfare Director
PARKS S R€CR€RriON COMMISSION
Continuing a series of very fine years, the Commission concluded another very productive year. With the continued support
of the Town Council and financial support from the Town voters we have completed our construction projects for the year and
have maintained our extensive partes and playgrounds from Eraser Park in south Hooksett up to Lambert Park on the Merrimack
River in the north end of Town.
In addition to our new facilities, two major projects stand out for the year. The first is our first annual "Fun In The Sun" project.
This first year we accommodated roughly thirty children for four weeks. This year it looks like we'll have 1 30 boys and girts for
eight weeks. Just think what we could do with a Town swimming pool. We have an excellent staff for this program and hope it
continues to grow as a valuable Town asset.
The "Kids Kaboose" train and station playground was completed recently and is a major addition to Donati field. The Town owes
a lot to the many volunteers and sponsors who helped make this a major achievement. A special thank you to Maria Johnson
and Elaine Tsandoulis as co-chairs.
Sincerely,
Hooksett Par1<s & Recreation
P.D. Fanwell Linda A. Jordan




The Hooksett Planning Board met thirty-three times during the period of July 1992 through May 1993. The Board held 4
workshops and 3 public hearings for a proposed zoning change on Article 18. The Board conducted fifty-nine public hearings and
heard twenty-nine informational applicants.
The Planning Board, as well as, various Boards, Commissions, Departments and volunteers, held many discussions and
worthed hard to save the dam at Dube's Pond during 1992.
Currently, the following members are seated on the Planning Board:
PERIVIANENT
Dick Marshall, Chairman Term expires 6/95
John Turbyne, Vice Chairman Term expires 6/95
Sandra Sheidow Temn expires 6/93
Bob Young Terni expires 6/94
Merrill Johnson Term expires 6/94
Kevin Sheppard Term expires 6/94
Joe Wilson, T.C. Rep.
Jim McColl, Public Works Supervisor
Gerald Cottrell, Town Administrator
ALTERNATES
Dan Collins Term expires 6/95
Mike Jolin Term expires 6/93
John Gryval Term expires 6/93
Michelle Gannon, Secretary '
Ken Andrews, Advisor
The Planning Board conducts their public hearings on the first Monday of each month. The function of the Board is to monitor






The Hooksett Police Department is continuing to provide police service to the citizens and businesses of the Town at the same
level as in the past, in spite of the tight economy.
The past year has been eventful for the department. Lt. Stephen Agrafiotis resigned to assume the duties of Chief of Police
for the Town of Candia. This continues the trend of the majority of resignations over the past seven years, where the resignees
become Chief Executive of Law Enforcement agencies with the exception of Matthew Coughlin who is a special agent of the New
Hampshire Office of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms Unit of the Justice Department.
The Police Commission and ail members of the Police and Communications Departments will miss the leadership and
guidance provided by Commissioner John Proctor over the past six years. He will be leaving the commission on June 30th, due
to the two term limitations of the town charter. The Town and the department have benefited greatly from his service.
The patrol section, detectives and prosecutor have had a very busy year. A total of 1 ,544 law enforcement actions were taken
in the first 1 months of the fiscal year.
Felonies 27
Misdemeanors 233




Motor Vehicle Violations 1,014
TOTAL 1,544
There were a total of 9,682 calls for service handled during this period.
The three detectives were assigned 274 cases during this period, 31 felony cases, and 87 misdemeanor cases were cleared
by arrest and 22 felony cases resulted in Grand Jury indictments. We would like to add that quite a bit of work is involved in
investigating and solving a crime, but that is just the beginning of the Criminal Justice process. After arrest, there is court
arraignment, probable cause and motion hearings, administrative license revocation hearings, trial and appeals. This all requires
an untold amount of prosecutor labor hours. The Prosecutor, 2 Lieutenants, 4 Sergeants, 3 Detectives and 1 Patrol Officers of
your police department have accomplished this, and there is still an officer available to handle any emergency call 24 hours a
day 365 days a year.
Chief Oliver is very proud of the swom police officers, dispatchers, and civilians that make this the professional agency that
it is. The close working relatbnship with the Fire Department and other Town agencies make Hooksett an ideal, safe community
to live in.
ACCREDITATION
The Department is proceeding with the newly approved New Hampshire Multi-Level Law Enforcement Accreditation process.
The process is governed by the New Hampshire Police Standards & Training Council. The New Hampshire Police Accreditation
Coalition (NHPAC) is the advisory tx)dy for the process. Lieutenant Jacques A. Plante has been recently elected to 2nd Vice-
President of NHPAC, and he is overseeing the department's accreditation for Chief James H. Oliver. The police department has
volunteered to be a pilot agency for testing multi-level accreditation, and expects to take a lead role in this voluntary, state-wide
process.
COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION
The Communications Division has had a very busy fiscal year. One new dispatcher. Sue Boska, was hired in August, 1992.
There is still one dispatcher position to fill, and we expect that to be done by the end of this calendar year.
A study was recently done that showed the Communications Division having some of the lowest paid dispatchers in the entire
State of New Hampshire. The hiring of candidates fordispatcher has been increasingly difficult, because the low pay did not attract
-80-
the most qualified individuals. Yet, our dispatchers are responsible for dispatching for two police departments, one fire
department, and an ambulance service covering three towns. The job has become increasingly more complex, and completely
computerized, over the past decade. Yet, dispatcher salaries were never adjusted to meet the new realities of the job. As a result,
we have lost good dispatchers to better paying departments, and our efforts to attract qualified people have been hampered.
The Police Commission, which oversees the Communications Division, conducted a study of dispatcher salaries throughout
the State in an effort to make appropriate adjustments for the Communications Division. As a result, the Hooksett dispatchers
will have a small upward adjustment in their salaries. Even with this adjustment, however, our dispatchers will remain amongst
some of the lowest paid in New Hampshire.
During the past 1 2 months, dispatchers have handled calls involving the issuance of over 1 3,000 case numbers for police, fire,
and ambulance services. The dispatch center handles approximately 12,000 telephone calls and/or radio transmissions per
month for matters dealing with police, fire, and ambulance services.
(Sitting) - Det. J. Daigle, Off. B. Gannon, Off. K. Chamberlain, Off. D. Garafano, Off. J. Mansour,
Sgt. R. Pelton
(Standing) - Chief J. Oliver, Lt. J. Plante, Sgt. G. Blanchette, Off. S. IVIills, Off. C. Chabot, Off. M.
Ardine, Sgt. D. Tinkham, Off. T. Keach, Off. P. Cecilo, Lt. L. tvlcDaniels.
Communications Department; K. Noel and L. Davies.
-81
S€UU€R COMMISSION
Fiscal year 1992-1993 brought several new changes in the Sewer Commission office. Patricia Rueppel was elected Sewer
Commissioner for a three year term, Laura Madden resigned after serving one year of a three year term, and Paul Kenney also
resigned. As a result of these happenings, Everett Hardy was appointed to serve out a one year term in Laura Madden's place,
and Marc Van De Water was appointed to serve out a one year term in Paul Kenney's place.
Several serious unresolved issues dating back to the 1 980s are being actively examined, with the help of legal counsel, with
the hope that some of them will eventually be solved with little or no Town money being lost.
As recorded in last year's Sewer Commission report, we are still actively working with the sludge disposal process. Sludge is
a product which remains after the waste has been treated and returned to the Merrimack River. This sludge is a product of all
wastewater treatment plants and has been a problem for some years. Superintendent Bruce Kudrick, working with local farmers
as well as Engineers who are experts in sludge disposal, has worked out a program to get rid of all the sludge generated by the
Hooksett treatment plant. At the present time we are saving approximately $85,000.00 a year by not having to move our sludge
out of town to a commercial sanitary landfill. This program will continue to expand and we expect that in the future we will have
no problems getting rid of any sludge the Town generates.
The Commission would like to report at the present time that the laboratory project, reported in last year's Town Report, has
been completed and is now up and running. This laboratory has been completed at exactly the right time since there are many
new Federal and State regulations concerning the testing that must be performed. Since the Sewer Department personnel did
all of the work on partitions, walls, ceilings, and other general construction work, there were huge savings in the building of this
modern facility. The Sewer Commissioners, as well as the Superintendent, invite any and all citizens to visit this new facility and
to have a general tour of the entire facility.
The Mammoth View Estates sewer project continues to give us many problems but the Commission feels that they are
beginning to see the light at the end of the tunnel. Several new projects have been started this spring. Among them is the
completion of the Autumn Run project which, when completed, will add approximately 26 new homes to that area. Also, the
Campbell Hill development is being expanded and will provide many new homes in that area, and a new development on Whitehall
Road and Londonderry Turnpike, called Harmony Hill, will provide an additional 26 homes. All of these projects were approved
sometime in the past and only now, as the economy starts to pick up, are they to be completed.
The Sewer Commission continues to operate on the basis of providing all of the service that is needed to run the department,
and to do this at the lowest possible cost to the rate payers. The Commission will continue to operate in a manner calculated to
provide the best service to the users at the lowest possible rate, and to do this in a way that will be consistent with the mles





Marc Van De Water
B. Towie, Supt. B. Kudrick, B. (Johnny) Taylor, G. Nason, A. Hamel
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SOLID UURST6 MRNRGeM€NT COMMITT€€
This report covers the period from July 1 , 1992 to May 30, 1993. During this period, your solid waste facility handled a total
of 3,324.05 tons of waste. This waste was handled as follows:
3,164.70 tons were transferred to Wheelabrator in Penacook, 139.14 tons were transferred to Turnkey Landfill in Rochester
and 20.20 tons were transferred to Sanco Landfill in Bethlehem.
The income generated by the disposal of commercial demolition debris was $359,779.04. This money generated by the
demolition is being used for the new north end fire station and the proposed courthouse that is being built at the site of the old
highway garage on tvlerrimack St. Income from commercial trash haulers who serve local business added $8,347.80 to the
income stream.
Voluntary recycling continues and the following amounts were received:
$506.55 for 68.24 tons of newsprint brought to J. Schwartz in Manchester, $709.50 for 2600 lbs., of aluminum cans brought
to Container Recovery in Nashua, $505.77 for 43.25 tons of cardboard brought to J. Schwartz in Manchester, $544.00 so far for
1 38.33 tons of mixed metals taken by Brockton Steel and $25.20 for 1 ,360 lbs. of textiles taken by EcoSmith of New Boston. BFI
Recycling in Hooksett has taken an estimated 143 tons of glass and 8.25 tons of plastic at no charge to Hooksett.
The employees at the facility have been very busy all year recycling, transferring trash, handling demolition and maintaining
the facility to make it one of the finest facilities in the state. On top of this they have been busy attending seminars and wor1<shops
to obtain Solid Waste Operator Certifications, Weigh-master Licenses and recently hazardous material handling classes to obtain
licenses to transport waste oil. The department head and the heavy operator also have CDL licenses.
Aseminaronthecompostingof yard waste was recently attended. Effective July 1st, 1993 mandatory yard waste composting
will begin at the landfill. Leaves and grass must be separated from brush and other yard waste. All grass and leaves placed in
plastic bags must be emptied in the designated area by the resident.
Respectfully Submitted








and Don Duford, Council Representative
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SOim€RN NH PinNNING COMMISSION
All dues-paying members of the Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission are offered a wide range of services,
resources and technical assistance by a professional planning staff who, from time-to-time, are assisted by specialized
consultants on an as-needed basis. With the concurrence of your representatives, each year the staff develops and carries out
regional planning programs that are mandated under the state and federal laws, as well as those planning activities which pertain
more directly to your community.
Local planning assistance is provided upon receiving a request from the Chairman of your Planning Board and/or the Town
Manager. Certain studies that are of common interest to all member municipalities are conducted, notifications made and training
workshops held on an as-needed basis.
Services that were performed for the Town of Hooksett during the past year are as follows:
1
.
Co-sponsored the Municipal Law Lecture meetings. These meetings were attended by Hooksett officials.
2. Conducted a six-hour training workshop for the planning board members. The Hooksett Planning and Zoning boards were
invited to that workshop.
3. Provided technical assistance to the Conservation Commission in its effort to devetop wetland district provisions in the town's
zoning ordinance.
4. Staff prepared a computerized census block map forthe town, using the U.S. Census TIGER files. It will be forwarded to the
town with block level data on population and housing.
5. Prepared a handbook on impact fee development and forwarded a copy to the Planning Board.
6. Conducted traffic counts on several locations in the Town of Hooksett.
7. Prepared a Computerized National Wetland Inventory map for the town.
8. Provided the Highway Department with six copies of the town base map drawn at a scale of 1 " = 1 ,000'.







As is typical, the 1992/1993 Fiscal Year has been a year of good news and bad news. First, I will give you the bad news. The
economy is not recovering very rapidly; unemployment remains high; and inflation and other uncontrolled expenses such as
insurance and welfare continue to increase Town overhead. The heavy snow fall ended by the "Blizzard of 93" put a serious dent
in the Highway Department budget. The good news is that for the last few months, revenues are showing an increase; new
businesses are showing an interest in Hooksett ; and a printing plant is now underconstruction in the Industrial Development Area.
Also encouraging is the Town's progressive use of the Capital Improvement Program to prepare for future large expenses.
Responsible Hooksett agencies judiciously review annual appropriations. The bottom lines for Town budgets from FY 1989/
1 990 until FY 1 992/1 993 have actually shmnk, especiallywhen calculated with a 1 3% inflation rate that occurred during the period.
Still, taxes continue to rise at a rate greater than inflation. The reason for the tax increase is reduced revenues, the result of a
sluggish economy. Our revenues are now running about $1 ,000,000 a year behind the 1988 level. Unfortunately, the tax payer
must make up this revenue short fall.
We are continuing to add or improve services.
1
.
A centralized maintenance and repair system for all Town vehicles will become operational during the 93/94 fiscal year. This
will result in a monetary savings and improve maintenance for the Town.
2. The "Fun In The Sun" program was successfully tested last summer. This yearthe program will operate from June 28 through
August 20. The current sign-up rate shows that 150 plus Hooksett school children will participate.
3. Sewer, Water and Town organizations are cooperating to develop written guidelines that will aid businesses and individuals
when they move to Hooksett.
4. The Emergency Management Plan is written. We are now reviewing, rehearsing and preparing inventories to insure rapid
and effective response to protect people and property during any emergency.
Two building projects will make the summer of 93 a very busy summer. A new fire station will be built where the old Fire Station
Number 1 now stands. When completed, the new station will be open 24 hours a day. The old highway garage on Merrimack
Street will be converted to a State District Courthouse. Funds for both projects come from the Capital Improvement Fund. This
money was raised by selling land fill space for the disposal of demolition material.




Town Hall Staff: (Sitting) - L. Davis, A. O'Brien, S. St. Germain, M.
Goddard, S. Piper, L. Tatro, C. Nepveu
(Standing) - L. Nepveu, G. Andersen, L. Dinwoodie, P. Connelly,
M. Shevenell, K. Andrews, N. Young,J. Temcheck, G. Cottrell
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TOUUN COUNCIL RCPORT
A big stepwas taken five years ago when the citizens of Hooksett voted to change from three Selectmen to a nine member
Council with a Town Administrator. It has taken the past four years for the change to be complete.
We had first to deal with an eighteen month budget that took us from a calendar year to a fiscal year budget that starts on
July 1 and ends on June 30. Some of the fiscal year benefits are obvious such as snow removal, sanding and salting. Previously
you had to budget the winter season in two years ending on December 31 and the other beginning January 1 . At least now
we can track the cost of this past winter season and will possibly be more accurate in our budgeting. Another benefit is having
the Town Meeting in May instead of March when foul weather can sometimes cancel a Town Meeting or possibly reduce the
number of people attending.
Starting this past year and from now on you will elect three new Councilors for three year terms every year, because the two
term limit in the Charter takes effect this year. The two term limit is very important because it makes for a dynamic Council that
should be better able to adjust to the towns needs in an ever changing world. Examples of a changing world are everywhere.
You don't have to look overseas or even to Washington to witness these changes. They are as close as Pease Air Force Base
and the Manchester Airport.
I n Hooksett we are now working with a Police and Fire Union and are soon to start negotiations with the Highway Department
and Town Hall union. We have two Fire Stations needing renovations and still have our Police Department in rented quarters.
The AWARE Project has not as yet come on line so we still haul our trash to approved trash disposal sites out of town.
The above is just a small sample of the varied types of decisions that your Council makes and why it is incumbent on you
to not just vote for the new Councilors but to get involved in your Town Government. You the citizens are the Town of Hooksett
we are your legislative body. We need both your input and your help at all levels. We need participation on all boards and
commissions.








Pembroke, New Hampshire 03275
Dear Resident:
It has been a busy year for Tri-Town Volunteer Ambulance personnel. We answered 1 ,044 calls for assistance during 1992
with an average response time of 7 minutes. 590 of these calls were during the daytime hours of 7 am to 6 pm when the full-time
crew was on duty. Volunteers covered the rest of the hours and answered another 424 calls. Unfortunately, private ambulances
covered 42 calls for the year when Tri-town volunteers were already covering a medical emergency or when there were no
volunteers available.
Tri-Town has a large membership comprised of highly skilled and caring individuals. However, few of our volunteers are from
the towns of Hooksett, Allenstown and Pembroke, Most of our volunteers are from outside the area and are only available during
their assigned shifts - thus we have a shortage of available attendants for second and third amtxjlance runs. We need interested
EMTs from the Allenstown, Pembroke, and Hooksett areas to assist on weekends and during the nights.
Tri-Town answered 567 calls for medical assistance in Hooksett with an average response time of ten minutes (from time Tri-
town was toned to our arrival on the scene) . Those patients were transported to hospitals in Concord or Manchester at NO COST
to the patient as they have been since 1 972. They were attended by caring individualswho provided quality care and did not expect
any remuneration for their services.
Tri-Town has volunteers with training levels ranging from Advanced First Aid to Paramedics. We range in age from 20 years
old to 50 years; experience levels from "fresh out of class" to "very experienced." Three attendants have been active for more
than twelve years. Our attendants are constantly upgrading their training and learning advanced skills. In the last year, two more
volunteers became paramedics and four more upgraded to Intermediate. All of the EMPs are certified in the use of the Cardiac
Monitor/Defibrilator. Tri-town is a squad of which the communities can be very proud.
For the second year in a row, Tri-Town Ambulance has decreased the appropriation request from Hooksett. This decrease is
due to the residents increased support for the service during the fund drive and individual donations. We are very grateful forthe
support from the community and we will continue to provide a quality service with that support. Your letters of encouragement




VNfl OF MRNCH€ST€R 6i SO. NH. INC
The Visiting Nurse Association has been providing the residents of Hooksett with a full range of home health services since
1965. The VNA Board of Tmstees and staff take this opportunity to reaffirm their commitment to excellence in health care, and
to the provision of services designed to ensure that being cared for at home is safe, comfortable and convenient.
Due to the significant growth and expansion in all of its community-based and home health care services, the VNA felt the need
to increase its physical space. The relocation of its offices in March 1992 to 1850 Elm Street, Manchester, provides more office
space, conference rooms, training labs, and increased parking to enable the field and administrative staff to operate more
efficiently under one roof.
The formal partnership of the Visiting Nurse Association of Manchester & Southern New Hampshire, Inc. and Fidelity Health
Alliance announced in November 1 992 will allow the coordination of resources and care among all members affiliated under this
agreement. This relationship will further enhance the continuity and excellence of care the VNA provides to its clients.
The VNA Child Care Center, licensed to serve 1 85, provides a safe, secure environment for children ages six weeks to 1 2 years.
In response to the overwhelming need for affordable, high quality child care, construction is currently underway to add a 7,500
square foot addition to our 435 South Main Street facility, with completion of the building scheduled for Spring, 1993.
Home care and community health services are provided through the following VNA affiliates:
VNA Home Health & Hospice Services. Inc. is Medicare and Medicaid certified, providing intravenous and enteral therapies;
skilled nursing care; physical, occupational and speech/language therapies; nutrition counseling and medical social services;
certified home health aides; hospice care for the terminally ill; long-term care for the elderly and handicapped; and volunteers.
Medical equipment, such as beds and wheelchairs, are also available.
VNA Personal Services. Inc. provides private duty nurses, certified home health aides, homemakers, companions, personal care
assistants, and child care in the home.
VNA Community Services. Inc. provides free monthly Immunization Clinics for all age groups as well as Free Blood Pressure
screenings. Watch your local newspaperfor dates and locations. Foot Care Clinics are held monthly at our 1850 Elm Street office
by appointment and Blood Pressure Checks are held weekdays from 1 :30 - 4:00 p.m. Occupational Health programs are
conducted on site for business and industry. Parent-child Health Services include the Teenage Pregnancy Program, Parent-Baby
(ad) Venture Program for children at risk of abuse and neglect, and the Child Care Connection for child care providers.
VNA Child Care Center provides a full range of state-licensed child care, tailored to meet each child's needs. Programs include
Infant/Toddler (ages 6 weeks to 36 months); Preschool (ages 3-5); and Kindergarten (age 5). The Center also provides before
and after school programs for children grades 1 through 6 with special full day programs during holidays or school closings. As
needed, the VNA also offers families a continuum of coordinated health and social services, txjth directly from the VNA and
through working arrangements with other community resources.
Town appropriations, grants. United Way allocation, and donations are a vital part of the funds that helpdefray the cost of unpaid






The Youth Services Office is designed to primarily serve Hooksett youth who have become involved with the Juvenile Justice
System and to assist children and families who are having difficulties and are not sure where to go for guidance. Town funded,
this office is responsible forworking with the Hooksett Police Department, Hooksett Schools, Manchester High Schools, fvlental
Health Agencies, the Division for Children and Youth Services and other agencies who provide social services. Additionally, the
director assists the Hooksett District Court in the processing of Hooksett youth through the court system.
In 1992 one hundred and forty two new court cases were handled by the Youth Services Office. Of these cases, one hundred
six were delinquency cases, twenty were CHINS cases and sixteen were abuse or neglect cases. In addition to these cases,
thirty four cases were diverted. These children agreed to complete a course of action which if successfully completed, released
them from further obligation for the act.
There are three ways a child can become involved with the Juvenile Court. A child who commits an offense which would be
considered a felony or misdemeanor under the criminal code if they were eighteen years of age or older, comes before the Court
on a delinquency petition. A child who commits an offense which would be considered a violation if they were eighteen years of
age or older, or commits a status offense, comes before the court on a CHINS petition. A child who has been intentionally injured
by otherthan accidental means, or a child who has been psychologically injured so that said child exhibits symptoms of emotional
problems generally recognized to result from consistent mistreatment or neglect, comes before the Court on an abuse or neglect
petition. In each case the purpose of the petition is to bring the child to the attention of the Court so the Court can provide the child
and/or the family with an individual program of counseling, guidance, supervision, treatment and rehabilitation as deemed
necessary for his/her physical and mental health.
If any person under the age of eighteen comes under any of the above three categories, a petition can be filed with the Court
and served to the parents and the court procedures begin. This requires that attorneys be appointed to represent the various
parties and that the court hearings be scheduled to include three initial hearings followed by intermittent review hearings. The
YSD serves as an administrator and as a liaison between the Court, the Police Department, attorneys, schools, mental health
providers and DCYS case workers.
Once again this past year the Hooksett On-Trac program was successful. The program which assists twenty youths between
the age of sixteen and twenty-one, who are out of school and are unemployed, is run by the Job Training Specialist, Pat Connolly.
It is his responsibility to provide the youths with training and academics with the end goal of job placements and stability for the
future. Both the business community and the Advisory Board were very supportive again this year and the success of the program
is in part due to the time and energy they devoted to help make it a productive year.
The Youth Services Director continues to be involved with community groups such as Concord Area Child Abuse Prevention
Team, Attorney General's Task Force on Child Abuse and Neglect, Hooksett Emergency Relief Committee, Court Appointed
Special Advocates Advisory Board and f^errimack County Commissioner's Incentive Fund Selection Committee.
This office is also available as a resource for community members who have questions, concerns, or who require infonnation





ZONING BORRD OF RDJUSTM6NT
The Hooksett Zoning Board, during tiie period of July 1 992 tiirough May 1 993, conducted twenty-one public hearings and three
workshops. Evelen applications were submitted seeking variances, 3 of which were denied. Two appeals to an Administrative
Decision were filed and upheld by the Board. In addition, thirteen special exceptions were requested, all of which were granted.
In April of 1993, Russ Poirier resigned as Chairman to the Board. Mr. Poirier sen/ed the Town of Hooksett as a volunteer in
many capacities for over 18 years. As a result of the resignation, the Board elected to have Conrad Croteau sen/e as the Board's
Chairman.
The following members are currently active on the Zoning Board of Adjustment:
PERMANENT
Conrad Croteau, Chairman Term expires 6/94
Ken Burgess, Vice Chairman Term expires 6/94 __
Jeanne Lyon Term expires 6/94
Bill McDonald Term expires 6/93
Mark Duvarney Term expires 6/93
ALTERNATES
Lowell Apple Term expires 6/95
Rudy Campt)ell Term expires 6/95
Michelle Gannon, Clerk
Ken Andrews, Advisor
The Zoning Board of Adjustment conducts their public hearings on the second Tuesday of every nrranth. The Board is also





July 1,1992 --June 30, 1993




Uniform Commercial Code Filings 4,427.10




Cable T.V. Rents 13,755.97
TOTAL REMITTANCES TO TREASURER $1,291,455.57
-90-
TmX COLL€aOR
SUMMARY OF WARRANTS; PROPERTY, RESIDENT AND YIELD TAXES
July 1, 1992 --June 30, 1993
-DR-




LAND USE CHANGE TAX
YIELD TAX
TAXES COMMITTED TO COLLECTOR
PROPERTY TAXES
RESIDENT TAXES
NATIONAL BANK STOCK TAX












































SUMMARY OF WARRANTS: PROPERTY, RESIDENT AND YIELD TAXES
July 1,1992 --June 30, 1993
~CR~




LAND USE CHANGE TAX
YIELD TAX
NATIONAL BANK STOCK TAX
INTEREST ON TAXES












UNCOLLECTED TAXES - END OF FISCAL YEAR
PROPERTY TAXES
RESIDENT TAXES


























VITRL STHTISTICS - BIRTHS










































































































































































































































































































































VITFIL STHTISTICS - D€flrHS
NAME DATE OF DEATH

























































































VITAL STRTISTICS - MnRRIRG€S
GROOM BRIDE DATE OF MARRIAGE
Anderson, Michael James























Fox Jr., James Marvin
Gagne, Jeffrey Roland
Gagnon, Mickel Jon
Gardner Sr., Richard Allen






































































































































Payton Jr., Norman M.
Pezaris, Demetrius J.




Reischer III., George F.
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1 6 North Main Street
14 North Main Street
8 North Main Street






























238 Hackett Hill Road
BUILDING LAND Nbl
MP LOT VALUE VALUE ACREAGE VALUATION
001 006 20,600 2.00 20,600
005 016 25,100 .90 25.100
005 020 217,300 2.75 217,300
005 021 311,700 217,300 3.15 529,000
005 023 17.300 5.40 17,300
005 040 131,300 5.39 131,300
006 002 13,600 230,200 5.00 243,800
007 005 39,800 1.00 39,800
007 006 4,600 8,400 2.10 13.000
007 007 4,000 19.90 4,000
007 008 3,200 .81 3,200
007 009 66,000 33.00 66,000
007 018 2,600 123,900 19.90 126,500
008 003 200 .10 200
008 004 200 .10 200
008 008 300 .13 300
008 023 3,000 .10 3,000
008 033 338,200 200,000 .90 538,200
008 034 104,600 .40 104,600
008 035 59,500 23,100 .08 82,600
008 037 41 ,600 78,400 .30 120,000
008 041 10,200 57,200 .10 67,400
008 095 30,000 .90 30,000
009 036 38,100 .20 38,100
009 037 42,500 .40 42,500
009 038 54,200 .40 54,200
009 045 5,900 .10 5,900
010 060 900 .10 900
010 075 763,500 660,700 16.00 1 ,424,200
010 083 3,600 .20 3,600
012 004 24,500 13.30 24,500
012 008 194,300 61.50 194,300
013 072 3,000 .10 3,000
014 025 3,700 .30 3,700
015 013 600 .30 600
015 052 46,000 .20 46,000
015 057 49,700 3.20 49,700
015 062 135,400 18.00 135,400
015 092 21 ,900 1.54 21,900
015 096 14,200 .02 14,200
017 003 51,600 1.10 51,600
018 003 884,000 2,448,300 31.49 3,332,300
018 003-OOA 1.22
018 004 196,500 103,200 10.59 299,700
018 039 215,600 306,000 .80 521,600
018 003-OOB -
018 045 1,200 127,900 2.15 129,100
019 017 18,600 .50 18,600
020 029 31 ,000 .40 31 ,000





155 West River Road
21 West River Road






























AAP LOT VALUE VALUE ACREAGE VALUATION
024 039 85,700 .70 85,700
024 059 330,500 781,600 35.10 1,112,100
025 015 39,600 .90 39,600
025 018-079 24,300 .16 24,300
025 083 8,100 228,700 .67 236,800
026 002 625,000 60.00 625,000
026 031 113,900 278,100 64.70 392,000
026 141 11,700 6.10 11,700
029 032-OOA 5,544 1.40 5,544
029 038 4,100 .50 4,100
030 050 51,000 5.04 51,000
029 081 .10
030 057 70,800 24.60 70,800
033 004 34,500 .60 34,500
033 005 5,200 1.00 5,200
033 066 1,693,100 276,800 17.10 1 ,969,900
037 020 3,000 .10 3,000
037 029 3,700 .30 3,700
038 012 3,600 .30 3,600
038 033 800 .40 800
038 036 41,600 9.60 41,600
041 040 200 2.10 200
041 042 71,400 12.00 71 ,400
042 021 4,300 .10 4,300
042 023 42,800 14.70 42,800
042 024-OOA 120 - 120
042 022 200 — 200
045 017 21,900 82,400 1.40 104,300
045 124 102,300 37,500 .30 139,800
045 143 27,400 .13 27,400
— — 5,113,300 9,035,264 544.42 14,148,564
-100-
S"mT€M€NT OF VniURTION RND TRX6S
Name of Precinct
and/or Service Area Valuation
Net
Appropriation Taxes Rate
Village Water Precinct 125,595,116.00 -0- -0- -0-
Central Water Precinct 202,203,109.00 -0- -0- -0-




Hooksett School District 7,341,401.00 7,176,299.00 11.10
Town of Hooksett 3,998,613.00 3,929,266.00 6.07
Merrimack County 1.078,431.00 1,066,866.00 1.65
TOTAL TAXES RAISED: 646,779,512.00 12,418,455.00 12,172,391.00 18.82
War Service Tax Credits Limits Number Estimated
1. Paraplegic, double amputees owning specially
adapted homesteads with V.A. assistance. unlimited 2 exempt
2. Totally & permanently disabled veterans, their
spouses or widows, and the widows of veterans
who died or who were killed on active duty. $1,400.00 11 $15,400.00
3. All other qualified persons. $100.00 629 $64,000.00
4. Elderly exemptions. 189 $7,412,500.00
5. Blind. $15,000.00 4 $60,000.00
6. School Din/Dormitory Exemption $150,000.00 1 $150,000.00
Total Number and Amount 834 $7,701,450.00
Tax Rate Valuation Total Number Assessed
Local Assessed Valuation on which the tax rate(s)
for your governmental units will be computed. $646,759,512.00
UTILITY SUMMARY
Public Service Company $10,558,200.00
Energy North
(Manchester & Concord) $1,310,800.00
Tennessee Gas Pipeline $1,681,700.00
CURRENT USE
Farm Land 789.63 Acres
Forest Land 2,146.27 Acres




Head of Assessing Department
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STHr€M€l\n" OF BOND6D D€BT
The following is a summary of long-term debt transactions of tfie Town for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1993.
General Obligation Debt
Long-Term Debt Payable July 1 , 1 992 $1 ,651 ,400
Long-Term Debt Retired 15 1 ,400
Long-Term Debt Payable June 30, 1993 $1,500,000
Long-Term Debt Payable at June 30, 1992 is comprised of the following individual issues:
General Obligation Bond
$2,500,000 1 985 Sewer Bond $1 ,500,000
Total Bonds and Notes Payable $1,500,000
The annual requirements to amortize all debt outstanding as of June 30, 1993 including interest payments are as follows:
Annual Requirements to Amortize Long-Term Debt
Fiscal Year Ending
June 30, 19** Principal Interest Total
1994 $125,000 $129,979 $254,979
1995 125,000 119,234 244,234
1996 125,000 108,742 233,742
1997 125,000 97,147 222,147
1998-2005 1,000,000 374,010 1,374,010
Total $1,500,000 $829,112 $2,329,112
All debt is general obligation of the Town, which is backed by its full faith and credit.
-102
TDUUN OF HOOKS6TT
BUDG6T STHTUS R€PORr FOR FV '92-'93
DEPARTMENT GROSS APPROP. EXPENDED* BALANCE
ADMINISTRATION 1,///,841 1 ,735,324 42,517
FINANCE 68,040 66,466 1,574
ASSESSING 78,303 81 ,357 (3,054)
BUILDING 66,999 67,464 (465)




JUVENILE SERVICE 30,011 25,776 4,235
POLICE 1 ,044,951 983,936 61,015
COMMUNICATIONS 197,070 182,676 14,394
FIRE 765,809 750,902 14,907
HIGHWAY 960,242 721,207 239,035
TRANSFER 143,891 134,741 9,150
PARKS & REC. 53,797 52,597 1,200
ZBA 4,550 2,110 2,440
PLANNING 6,530 3,279 3,251
EMERGENCY MGM 552 533 19
CEMETERY 4,620 2,439 2,181
CONSERVATION 2,234 875 1,359
LIBRARY 146,951 145,584 1,367
BUDGET COMM. 3,230 2,407 823
TOTAL 5,656,865 5,200,325 456,540
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ALL PERSONS desiring to apply for any exemptions, must fill out a permanerrt application in the Council Information Office
on or before April 15th in the year in which you wish to have the exemption. Any further information concerning any of the
exemptions may be obtained from the Council Information Office.
BLIND EXEMPTION
1 ) determined legally blind by the Administrator of Blind Services of the Vocational Rehabilitation Division of the Education
Department. 2) exempt each year on assessed value for property tax purposes of his/her residential real estate to the value of
$50,000.00 (approved May 12, 1993 Town Meeting).
OPTIONAL ADJUSTED ELDERLY EXEMPTION
1 ) has to reside in the State of New Hampshire for at least five (5) years preceding April 1 st, 2) has a net income from all sources,
except those listed in RSA 72:43c, of less than $1 0,000.00, or if married, less than $1 2,000.00, 3) owns assets of any kind, tangible
or intangible, less bonafide encumbrances, not in excess of $100,000.00, and 4) is at least 65 years old on or before April 1st.
An exemption of $30,000.00 for residents 65 years of age up to 75, $45,000.00 from 75 years of age up to 80, and $60,000.00




has to be a resident of the State for at least one (1 ) year previous to April 1 st of the year in which the exemption is applied for,
2) has to have served not less than ninety (90) days in the Armed Forces of the United States in a war or conflict as outlined in
RSA 72:28. The exemption in the amount of $100.00 is applied to the amount of the taxes paid. An exemption of $1 ,400.00 is
also available to the Veteran if he/she is 1 00% permanently disabled as a result of a service connected injury. A copy of the DD21 4,
or discharge paper is required when applying for this exemption.
BENEFICIAL INTEREST OWNERS OF A TRUST
The legislature passed a new law in 1992 that requires the beneficial interest owner of a trust to qualify for certain exemptions
under chapter 72. (RSA 72:6-a, RSA 72:33-a and RSA 72:43-h). Beneficial interest owners of a trust, now differ from the
permanent applicants for exemption in that you must file for the exemption each year. If you are currently receiving one of the
above exemptions and are a beneficial interest owner of a trust you must apply at Town Hall between January 1 st and April 1 5th
of each year.
CURRENT USE
In order to encourage appreciation for the environment, conserve land and other resources, and to maintain open space, there
are provisions for placing land in Current Use status where it is taxed at a lower rate. Many restrictions apply, including in most
cases, a 10 acre minimum. If you desire to investigate it further, you will want to look up RSA 79-A.
MANUFACTURED HOUSING
Whenever a person moves manufactured housing into a city or town for the purpose of residing in the Town, orwhenever a person
purchases an existing manufactured unit, he shall, within fifteen (15) days, register with the Town Administrator of the Town. RSA
72:7-b.
PERSONAL PROPERTY ON LAND OF ANOTHER
When tax upon property located on land of another is unpaid, the tax may be assessed to the owners of the land, under certain
conditions. The owner of the land must notify the Council.
GIFTS TO CONSERVATION
Under the provisions of RSA 36-A:4, Conservation Commission may receive gifts of money and property, both real and personal,
in the name of the city or town, subject to approval of the Town Council. Such gifts are to be managed and contained by the
Commission for the purpose for which intended.
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT ON FINANCIAL PRESENTATION




We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements and the
combining and individual fund financial statements of the Town of Hooksett as of
and for the year ended June 30, 1992, as listed in the table of contents. These
financial statements are the responsibility of the Town's management. Our
responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on
our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the financial statements are free of materia!
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting
the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes
assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation.
We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
As described in Note IB, the general purpose financial statements referred to
above do not include the General Fixed Assets Account Group, which should be
included to conform with generally accepted accounting principles. The amount
that should be recorded in the General Fixed Assets Account Group is not known.
In our opinion, except that omission of the General Fixed Assets Account Group
results in an incomplete presentation, as explained in the above paragraph, the
general purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of the Town of Hooksett as of June 30,
1992 and the results of its operations (and cash flows of nonexpendable trust
funds) for the year then ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles. Also, in our opinion, the combining and individual fund financial
statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the
financial position of each of the individual funds of the Town as of June 30,
1992, and the results of operations of such funds for the year then ended in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
KODZIK
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ASSETS AND OTHER DEBITS General Revenue Projects
Assets









Interfund Receivable 14,744 48,024 135,790
Prepaid Items 7,937
Other Debits
Amount To Be Provided For
Retirement of General Long-term Dc?bt




Accrued Payroll and Benefits
Intergovernmental Payable
Interfund Payable
Escrow and Performance Deposits
Deferred Tax Revenues
Other Deferred Revenues
General Obligation Debt Payable
Compensated Absences Payable
Total Liabilities











Reserved For Special Purposes
Unreserved













Fund Types Group (Memorandum Only)
Trust and General Long- June 30, June 30,
Agency Term Debt 1992 1991













































Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
All Governmental Fund Types and Expendable Trust Funds































Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues and
Other Financing Sources Over (Under)
































168,107 245,279 ( 23,851)
Fund Balances - July 1
(As Restated - Note 6)
Fund Balances - June 30
732.699 259,506





































32,259 421,794 ( 647,866)
1,429,578 2,578,610 3,226,476
$1,461.837 $ 3,000,404 $ 2,578,610




Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
Budget and Actual
General and Special Revenue Funds






Taxes $12,102,234 $12,272,455 $170,232
Licenses and Permits 1,213,500 1,195,532 ( 17,968)
Intergovernmental 490,639 488,769 ( 1,870)
Charges For Services 44,301 154,001 119,700
Miscellaneous 138,000 94,763 ( 43,237)
Other Financing Sources
Operating Transfers In 188,000 192,790 4,790
Total Revenues and
Other Financing Sources 14J76,674 14,408,321 231,647
Expenditures
Current
General Government 1,559,441 1,597,558 51,883
Public Safety 2,126,554 1,957,484 169,070
Highways, Streets, Bridges 702,156 643,758 58,398
Sanitation 452,416 370,139 82,277
Health 62,001 64,030 ( 2,029)
Welfare 74,242 154,036 ( 79,794)
Culture and Recreation 52,905 63,120 ( 215)






Operating Transfers Out 353,584 347,320 6,264
Total Expenditures and
Other Financing Uses 14,709,100 14,240,214 468,836
Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues
and Other Financing Sources
Over (Under) Expenditures
and Other Financing Uses ( 532,426) 168,107 700,533
Fund Balances - July 1
(As Restated - Note 6^ 732,699
$ 200,273
732,699
$ 900,806Fund Balances - June 30 $700,533
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Totals
Sd ecial Revenue'. Funds fMemorandum Only)
Variance Variance
Favorable Favorable
Budqet Actual fUnfavorable) Budaet Actual (Unfavorable)
$ $ $ $12,102,234 $12,272,465 $170,232
1,213,500 1,195,532 ( 17,968)
53,839 53,839 490,639 542,508 51,959
476,366 727,100 250,734 520,667 891,101 370,434
56,633 55,633 138,000 151,396 13,396
145,584 219,577 73,993 333.584 412,367 78.783




476,366 513,151 ( 36,795) 928,782 883,300 45,482
62,001 64,030 ( 2,029)
54,036 ( 54,036) 74,242 208,072 ( 133,830)
145,584 145,692 ( 108) 208,489 208,812 ( 323)



















245,279 245,279 ( 532,426) 413,385 945,812
259.506 259.506 992,205 992,205
$259,506 $ 504,785 $245,279 $ 459.779 $ 1,405,591 $945,812




Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenses and Changes in Fund Balances
AH Nonexpendable Trust Funds












Total Operating Revenues 13,651 107
Operating Expenses
Trust Income Distributions 308




































Combined Statement of Cash Flows
All Nonexpendable Trust Funds




Cash Flows From Operating Activities
Interest and Dividends Received
New Funds Received
Trust Income Distributions
Operating Transfers Out - Interfund
Net Cash Provided (Used)
by Operating Activities









Cash - June 30 $110.226 $2.262
Reconciliation of Net Income to Net
Cash Provided (Used) by Operating Activities
Net Income $ 5.933 ( $ 201 )
Ad.iustments to Reconcile Net Income to Net
Cash Provided (Used) by Operating Activities
Extraordinary Loss 490
Increase (Decrease) in
Accrued Interest Receivable 598
Increase (Decrease) in
Due From Other Funds 7,718
Total Ad.iustments 8.806




June 30, June 30,
1992 1991







$ 5,732 $ 8,690
490
598 ( 1,808)
7,718 ( 13.791 )
8,806 ( 15,599 )
$ 14,538 ( $ 6,909 )
The notes to the financial statements are an integral part of this statement.
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CHURCH6S & CIVIC GROUPS
CHURCHES
Church of Nazarene 7 Smith Avenue 627-2971
Congregational Church of Hooksett 5 Veteran's Drive 485-9009
Holy Rosary 15 South Main Street 485-3532
CIVIC GROUPS
American Legion Post #37 George Piusua 485-7781
Amoskeag Rowing Club Eugene Van Loan 669-4140
Boy Scouts of America 571 Holt Ave., Manchester 625-6431
Business Association James Thomas 644-8101
Elk's Lodge 39 Londonderry Turnpike 623-9126
Historical Society Alpha Chevrette 485-9448
Hooksett Grange Elizabeth Bailey
Hooksett Independent Order of Odd Fellows
Hooksett Rebekah Lodge #90 Eleanor Brissette
Hooksett Youth Athletic Association Dale Hemeon 485-7421
Knights of Columbus Don Martineau 625-8609
Lion's Club PO Box 16198, Hooksett, NH 03106
Men's Club PO Box 16462, Hooksett, NH 03106
Salvation Army Joanne McHugh 625-6630
Senior Citizens-Hooksett-ites Lillian D'Agostino
Swift Water Girl Scout Council 88 Harvey Road, Manchester 627-4158
Women's Club Oral Bourbeau 668-4643
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